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ABSTRACT

THIN FILM STUDIES TOWARD IMPROVING THE PERFORMANCE OF ACCELERATOR ELECTRON SOURCES

Md Abdullah Al Mamun
Old Dominion University, 2016
Director: Dr. Abdelmageed A. Elmustafa

Future electron accelerators require DC high voltage photoguns to operate beyond the present state of the art to conduct new experiments that require ultra-bright electron beams with high average current and higher bunch charge. To meet these demands, the accelerators must demonstrate improvements in a number of photogun areas including vacuum, field emission elimination in high voltage electrodes, and photocathodes. This dissertation illustrates how these improvements can be achieved by the application of suitable thin-films to the photogun structure for producing ultra-bright electron beams.

This work is composed of three complementary studies. First, the outgassing rates of three nominally identical 304L stainless steel vacuum chambers were studied to determine the effects of chamber coatings (silicon and titanium nitride) and heat treatments. For an uncoated stainless steel chamber, the diffusion limited outgassing was taken over by the recombination limited process as soon as a low outgassing rate of \(\sim 1.79(\pm0.05) \times 10^{-13}\) Torr L s\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-2}\) was achieved. An amorphous silicon coating on the stainless steel chambers exhibited recombination limited behavior and any heat treatment became ineffective in reducing the outgassing rate. A TiN coated chamber yielded the smallest apparent outgassing rate of all the chambers: \(6.44(\pm0.05) \times 10^{-13}\) Torr L s\(^{-1}\) cm\(^{-2}\) following an initial 90 °C bake and \(2(\pm20) \times 10^{-16}\)
Torr L s⁻¹ cm⁻² following the final bake in the series. This perceived low outgassing rate was attributed to the small pumping nature of TiN coating itself.

Second, the high voltage performance of three TiN-coated aluminum electrodes, before and after gas conditioning with helium, were compared to that of bare aluminum electrodes and electrodes manufactured from titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V). This study suggests that aluminum electrodes, coated with TiN, could simplify the task of implementing photocathode cooling, which is required for future high current electron beam applications. The best performing TiN-coated aluminum electrode demonstrated less than 15 pA of field emission current at −175 kV for a 10 mm cathode/anode gap, which corresponds to a field strength of 22.5 MV/m.

Third, the effect of antimony thickness on the performance of bialkali-antimonide photocathodes was studied. The high-capacity effusion source enabled us to successfully manufacture photocathodes having a maximum QE around 10% and extended low voltage 1/e lifetime (> 90 days) at 532 nm via the co-deposition method, with relatively thick layers of antimony (≥ 300 nm). We speculate that alkali co-deposition provides optimized stoichiometry for photocathodes manufactured using thick Sb layers, which could serve as a reservoir for the alkali.

In summary, this research examined the effectiveness of thin films applied on photogun chamber components to achieve an extremely high vacuum, to eliminate high voltage induced field emission from electrodes, and to generate photocurrent with high quantum yield with an extended operational lifetime. Simultaneous implementation of these findings can meet the challenges of future ultra-bright photoguns.
This dissertation is dedicated to the innocent victims of modern civilization.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1. BACKGROUND

Electron accelerators generate highly energetic electron beams that are utilized for a variety of basic research and industrial applications [1-3]. The diverse application of electron-beams includes investigation of the fundamental nature of matter, characterization and modification of material properties, surface treatment and semiconductor processing, microscopic surface physics studies, radiation therapy for medical sterilization, inspection of nuclear fuels, production of fissile materials for nuclear weapon, and many more [4,5]. An electron gun operates under very high vacuum where a cathode produces the free electron beam delivered to the accelerator that increases the energy of the electron. Electron beam technology has undergone numerous modifications over the long history of the development of electron beam devices [2]. Various electron beam sources have been developed for different applications by modifying the electron beam parameters such as diameter, current, energy, polarization, emittance, etc. to meet the particular application requirements [6].

National Laboratories under the Department of Energy (DOE) have played a central role in pioneering accelerator technologies. The invention of the free electron laser (FEL) in the 1970s enabled generating ever-higher-power electromagnetic radiation using high-energy electrons which is of direct interest to defense applications and led to the Navy’s proposed application of free-electron laser technology to shipboard defense [7,8].
Electron guns can be classified based on the emission mechanism (thermionic, cold emission, plasma source, or photocathode), by the type of electric field generation (direct current or radio frequency), by the number of electrodes, or by focusing (pure electrostatic or with magnetic fields). The first generation electron guns were thermionic guns which relied on a thermal emitter [9]. However, thermionic emission cathodes were unable to provide polarized electron beams which were later produced by photoemission cathodes to conduct fundamental physics studies [10]. Afterward, the direct current (DC) electron guns and photoemission cathodes went through continuous development for improved polarized electron sources, and much of this developmental work has been reported in the proceedings associated with the series of Spin Physics conferences [9]. In 1981, the Stanford Linear Accelerator (SLAC) demonstrated the use of GaAs photocathode in a radio frequency (RF) synchronized electron gun to produce electron beams with very high peak currents (60 A leaving the cathode) and large bunch charges (>8 nC per bunch) in relatively short duration (~2 ns) pulses [11]. In 1985, the achievement of high peak currents over 200 A/cm² from a pulsed-laser irradiated Cs3Sb photocathode was reported [12]. In 1987, Los Alamos National Lab developed the RF gun with Cs3Sb photocathode that employed short optical pulses at high repetition rates and high peak brightness to deliver trains of high charge bunches (27 nC) for FEL applications [13]. These early developments led to the increasing use of photoemission cathodes in both DC and RF electron guns to deliver high brightness and high bunch charge electron beams [9].

The Thomas Jefferson National Accelerator Facility (Jefferson Lab) is known for its unique particle accelerator, the Continuous Electron Beam Accelerator Facility (CEBAF), which is used to conduct basic research of the atom's nucleus. Jefferson Lab developed CEBAF to conduct high-
precision electromagnetic nuclear physics experiments at high beam energies up to 4 GeV and deliver CW beams of high average current (up to 200 µA) with very low energy spread ($\Delta E/E_{\text{rms}} < 2 \times 10^{-5}$) and small emittance ($\epsilon_{n, \text{rms}} < 1 \text{ mm-mrad}$) [14]. Jefferson Lab is also the home of an Energy Recovery Linac (ERL) that is primarily used to support the FEL where a DC high voltage photogun operates at much higher bias voltage compared to the CEBAF photogun to provide higher bunch charge. In addition, the photogun must deliver considerably higher average current up to 10 mA. The electron beam at the Jefferson Lab ERL is not polarized and this allows use of photocathodes with considerably higher quantum efficiency (QE).

1.2. MOTIVATION

At CEBAF of Jefferson Lab, the typical photocathode operating lifetime is 100 C. This indicates that an electron charge of 100 C can be extracted before the photocathode quantum efficiency (QE) falls to 1/e (~36.8%) of its initial value. This definition of lifetime is somewhat arbitrary in the sense that with sufficient laser power, it is possible to operate beyond the 1/e lifetime, but this metric provides a reasonably good basis for quantifying gun performance. Frequently, the nuclear physics experiments at CEBAF require average current of 200 µA from the gun, running continuously for months. The typical 100 C photocathode lifetime can provide uninterrupted beam delivery for about 6 days before the laser must be directed to a “fresh” location on the photocathode. Eventually, QE is low across the entire photocathode surface and the photocathode must be heated and reactivated, a process that accounts for ~12 h of accelerator downtime. The most demanding experiments for the polarized source at CEBAF are parity violation experiments, which require extremely stable beam conditions. Improved photocathode lifetime beyond 100 C
would reduce downtimes, and would improve beam quality by helping to minimize long-term helicity correlated beam systematic variations, e.g., charge and position asymmetry.

In recent years, ambitious electron accelerators are being proposed for various new applications [9]. Electron Ion Collider (EIC) proposals require electron beams with high average current and high bunch charge to achieve ambitious luminosity goals [15]. Specifically, the electron ion collider eRHIC proposal requires 50 mA polarized electron beam with 3.5 nC bunch charge. eRHIC and a competing EIC proposal MEIC both expect to cool proton beams using unpolarized electron beams with ~100 mA average current and >1 nC bunch charge [15,16]. For proposed accelerators such as eRHIC that must operate at milliampere average beam current, it is even more important to extend the operating lifetime of today’s GaAs photoguns. The initial phase of operation for the eRHIC ERL-Ring accelerator complex calls for 25 mA average current of highly polarized electrons. At 25 mA, the gun must provide over 2000 C/day. A polarized electron source with charge lifetime of 100 C can deliver 25 mA for just one hour before QE falls to 1/e of its initial value. Ultimately, the eRHIC ERL-Ring facility might need to operate at 250 mA e-beam current, or 20,000 C/day, to achieve the facility’s desired luminosity. A photogun with today’s 100 C charge lifetime would support eRHIC scientific productivity for just minutes, which is clearly an unacceptable condition. A charge lifetime of 100 C is representative of photoguns operating at ~100 μA. Charge lifetime would likely be much less at milliampere current levels, since lifetime drops with increasing beam current. Hence, even these bleak estimates for operating time at milliampere current are likely optimistic.

Typically, RF or SRF guns are considered for nC bunch charge applications. While DC high voltage guns are considered for high average current CW beams applications. No photogun exists
today that simultaneously provides nC bunch charge and high average current CW beam. Therefore, extending photogun capability to achieve these requirements represents an important EIC R&D goal. Successful operation of a DC high voltage photogun at 500 kV will help overcome the space charge forces that degrade beam quality at nC bunch charge. The electron source and injector system are vital components for these applications and photoemission cathodes are preferred as the electron sources to produce very high beam brightness [9]. Electron beams with high average current, small emittance, very low energy spread and high polarization with extended periods of lifetime are the demanding beam quality specifications for supporting the experimental needs [14].

1.3. APPROACH

Many present and future particle accelerators are limited by the stringent requirements of extreme high vacuum, maximum electric field gradient and peak surface fields that can be realized inside direct current (DC) high voltage photoelectron guns, and high quantum yield as well as extended lifetime from photocathodes to satisfy high current applications. Vacuum, field emission and photocurrent are thus vital aspects of photogun technology. The governing phenomena of these aspects have inherent similarities (see appendices) and the surface properties of gun structure materials can directly influence these phenomena. Thin films offer greater control for modifying the surface properties of functional materials and thus offer opportunity for overcoming the limiting aspects of current photoguns. The detailed approaches for implementation of thin films in photogun structure toward improvement of photogun performance are discussed in following subsections with brief backgrounds of the problems.
1.3.1. Gas load reduction for vacuum improvement

Improved vacuum is essential to improving the electron gun charge lifetime at high average current. New accelerator initiatives [15,16] like eRHIC require spin-polarized photoguns with performance characteristics considerably beyond today’s state of the art. Namely, the GaAs photogun must provide very high average current (>>1 mA) at high polarization and with sufficiently long operating lifetime. Extending the operating lifetime of DC high voltage GaAs photoguns, especially at mA beam currents, depends on our ability to improve vacuum inside the gun high-voltage vacuum chamber.

Imperfect vacuum and the associated phenomenon known as ‘ion back bombardment’ are the chief factors limiting the performance of modern DC high voltage GaAs-based spin-polarized electron sources [14,17]. Residual gas inside the gun vacuum chamber and nearby beamline can be ionized by the extracted electron beam. Ions produced within the cathode/anode gap are accelerated toward the photocathode by the gun’s static electric field. Ions with sufficient kinetic energy can strike the photocathode surface and sputter away the chemicals used to create the necessary negative electron affinity condition. Energetic ions can also penetrate the photocathode surface, damaging the GaAs crystal structure or serving as unwanted interstitial defects that alter the electron diffusion length within the material, reducing photocathode QE.

A measurable and marked improvement in gun vacuum can be achieved by implementing a prolonged bake of the gun vacuum chamber at 400°C, which serves to reduce the chamber outgassing rate [18]. As such, this heat treatment has become the ‘standard practice’ at CEBAF of Jefferson Lab. Further vacuum improvement, however, demands that we lower the gas load or increase available pump speed. NEGs and ion pumps are used for pumping for many years, but
it is possible they limit the ultimate pressure inside the photogun. For example, it is widely known that ion pump speed falls as the system pressure drops below $1 \times 10^{-10}$ Torr, and it is possible that the ion pump represents a source of gas (rather than a pump) in the XHV systems. Also, NEG pump speed is highest following high temperature activation where the NEG is heated to release the adsorbed hydrogen and drive the heavier getterable gasses into the NEG material. NEG activation introduces a high gas load that needs to be expelled from the system lest it re-contaminate the NEG on cool down. Today’s polarized electron source designs do not provide a means to adequately pump away this gas load. Cryo-condensation pumps are also used to achieve lower pressure, but they require careful shielding of the cold surface maintained at ~2 K, using chevrons at liquid nitrogen temperature. There are at least two drawbacks to cryo-pumps from an accelerator operations point of view. Commercial cryo-pumps employ compressors to generate liquid helium, and these compressors introduce unacceptable levels of mechanical vibration on the photogun during beam delivery. Another operations drawback is that eventually, the cold surfaces of the cryo-pump become saturated with adsorbed gas and pump speed diminishes. When this happens, a valve must be closed to isolate the cryo-pump from the gun vacuum chamber, and the cold surfaces must be warmed to expel the adsorbed gas. Large gate valves are expensive, and cryo-pump regeneration represents downtime—the photogun flaw we are striving to eliminate.

The operating lifetime of a photocathode within a DC high voltage photogun is limited by vacuum, which is determined in part by the outgassing rate of hydrogen from the vacuum chamber walls. By reducing the outgassing rate, the vacuum level improves proportionally and similarly, the operating lifetime of the photocathode. Thin-film coatings applied to the interior
and/or exterior surfaces of the vacuum chamber can reduce the outgassing rate and provide further vacuum improvement. Therefore, thin films will be investigated for their effectiveness to serve as diffusion barriers to reduce the gas load within ultrahigh vacuum chambers.

1.3.2. Elimination of high voltage induced field emission from electrodes

Successful operation of a DC high voltage photogun at high bias voltage requires that field emission be eliminated from the cathode electrode. Field emission is the unregulated release of electrons from the cathode electrode surface when the cathode is biased at high voltage. Field emission occurs when electrons tunnel through the barrier potential under the influence of very high fields of $10^9$ V/m or more [19]. Operation of the photoemission electron guns at the very high bias voltages is required to produce low emittance beams, and field emission often limits the maximum achievable bias voltage, and consequently limits the electron beam energy [20-22]. Field emission is problematic for a number of reasons: it degrades the vacuum level via electron stimulated desorption and leads to shortened operating lifetime of the gun, it creates undesired x-rays that are harmful to nearby personnel, and high levels of field emission can damage electron gun components [17,23,24]. Despite considerable effort, a comprehensive theory of DC field emission has not been developed and mitigation techniques to improve practical maximum accelerating gradients have had only limited success. Part of the problem is that DC field emission involves a complex mixture of microscopic effects, which are determined by the geometry, metallurgy, and surface preparation of the accelerating structures (electrodes), and the vacuum conditions within the photogun.
Initial investigations revealed that field emission initiates from electrode sites where the work function is lower, and microstructural defects such as grain boundaries often serve as the low work function regions on the electrode surface [19,25,26]. Inert gas conditioning of electrodes has been proven to eliminate field emission from cathode electrodes of DC high voltage photoelectron guns via sputtering and implantation mechanisms that might improve the work function of the surface, and the effect is reversed when the electrode is heated [27]. Chemical contamination and particulate contamination or micro-protrusions also can lower the work function or often serves to enhance the localized electric field that can onset field emission at a lower bias voltage [28].

Today’s photogun electrodes are painstakingly polished to a mirror-like surface finish that helps to prevent field emission [29-33]. Cathode electrodes for electron guns are typically manufactured from hard metals like stainless steel (SS), titanium-alloy (Ti-alloy), or molybdenum (Mo) [19]. Once fabricated at the machine shop, the relatively rough surface of the electrode must be mechanically polished by hand using silicon carbide paper and diamond grit, to obtain a smooth surface free of microscopic protrusions which cause field emission. However, the polishing process for electrodes manufactured from hard metals is time consuming and labor intensive. An alternative to this expensive polishing process might be the application of thin-film coating on electrodes that may provide a smooth surface finish and improved surface properties such as higher work function and defect free surface to reduce field emission. Therefore, thin films will be investigated for their effectiveness to suppress field emission from cathode electrodes under very high voltage in a photogun.
1.3.3. Optimization of quantum yield and lifetime of photocathodes for high current delivery

In accelerator electron guns, a photocathode exploits the photoelectric effect to produce an electron beam. A good photocathode must withstand the accelerator environment’s harsh electric fields, high currents, and chemical contaminants without degrading. The photocathode must also be able to generate a consistent high-quality electron beam over a long lifetime.

The significance of photocathodes with high QE at the longest practical wavelength for high average current and high bunch charge applications is underlined in the expressions of instantaneous current and bunch charge. A linear photoemission cathode can generate instantaneous current as expressed by:

\[ I = \lambda \times P \times \text{QE}(\%) / 124, \]  

(1.1)

where \( I \) (mA) is the instantaneous photocurrent, \( \lambda \) (nm) is the illumination wavelength, \( P \) (W) is laser power, and \( \text{QE}(\%) \) is the cathode quantum efficiency which is the ratio of the number of emitted electrons to the number incident photons. The integral of this expression over time determines the bunch charge \( Q \) (nC) produced by an optical pulse of total energy \( E \) (\( \mu \)J) and expressed by:

\[ Q = \lambda \times E \times \text{QE}(\%) / 124. \]  

(1.2)

Different photocathodes families have been used in electron accelerators; these include bare metals, conventional thermionic dispenser cathodes, alkali tellurides, alkali antimonides, and negative electron affinity (NEA) semiconductors [9,34,35]. Among these families, bare metals generally have QEs \( \leq 0.01\% \) and require UV illumination, while dispenser cathodes provide \( \sim 0.1\% \) QE in the near UV. Clearly, bare metal photocathodes and dispenser cathodes appear unsuitable for higher average current applications. The remaining three cathode families provide
relatively high QE of which alkali tellurides and alkali antimonides have positive electron affinity (PEA). In the PEA case, the bottom of the conduction band lies below the external vacuum level, while in the NEA case, the conduction band minimum lies above the external vacuum level. Thus, in the NEA cathodes it is energetically possible for an electron at the conduction band minimum to escape, while this is not so for the PEA cathodes. Therefore, the PEA cathodes are not good in providing high QE in IR, while the NEA cathodes offer reasonably high QE from the near IR to the near UV. However, PEA cathodes being stoichiometric compounds are less susceptible to heating due to light absorption and ion-back bombardment. Tests conducted at Cornell indicated that in vacuum the temperature of an NEA cathode and its support can rise above 280 °C when illuminated by 20 W of green light [9].

Moreover, the particular damage mechanism in a NEA GaAs cathode from ion back bombardment is not yet fully understood, and sputtering of the cesium-fluorine activation layer in a NEA GaAs cathode is always a strong suspicion for the damage caused by ion back bombardment. Computations with the code SRIM indicate that the sputtering by the dominant residual gas component hydrogen may be adequate to explain the QE degradation in an ion back bombardment event. However, the removal of surface material by sputtering in stoichiometric compounds like alkali antimonide and telluride cathodes will always leave identical underlying material. Therefore, the alkali antimonide and alkali telluride photocathodes are less likely to be affected by ion-back bombardment as compared to NEA photocathodes.

Bialkali antimonide photocathodes thus represent a good alternative to delicate GaAs, providing similarly high quantum yield but exhibiting less sensitivity to ion back bombardment, and demonstrating more robust performance. Dowell et al., 1995 have successfully fabricated
CsK$_2$Sb photocathodes that yielded a QE of 12% which was used in the RF gun accelerator of the Boeing/Las Alamos Average Power Laser Experiment (APLE) [36]. Interest in these photocathode materials has been renewed due to the increasing demand for high current electron source applications such ERLs, EIC, MEIC, eRHIC, and electron beam cooling (EBC) [15,16]. Although several national laboratories are actively involved in improving the yield and lifetime of the CsK$_2$Sb including Brookhaven National Lab (BNL), Lawrence Berkeley National Lab (LBNL), and SLAC National Accelerator Lab, some questions about the physics of the photocathode materials remain unresolved. The Photocathode Physics for Photoinjectors (P3) workshops are devoted to improving the understanding of the physics of these photocathodes materials.

Today, Jefferson Lab relies on GaAs photocathodes, which provide good QE; however, this material is highly sensitive to vacuum condition, and photocathode lifetime is limited by many factors including poor vacuum, high voltage discharges within the gun, and low level field emission. The CsK$_2$Sb bialkali photocathode can be a potential substitute for GaAs because of its ability to survive under markedly harsher vacuum conditions compared to GaAs [37]. Moreover, alkali-antimonide photocathodes with positive electron affinity are considered ‘prompt emitters’ providing short electron bunches and small longitudinal emittance. Importance of these photocathodes has been revived as a result of new light source initiatives and proposed experiments that rely on high average current energy recovery linacs like the DarkLight experiment [38] and a necessity to employ electron cooling of proton beams for recent electron ion collider proposals [39].

For the past years, BNL and Jefferson Lab have been collaborating to study the characteristics of CsK$_2$Sb photocathodes inside a DC high voltage photogun. The first set of runs at 1 mA and at
100 kV bias voltage indicated disappointing charge lifetime, comparable to values obtained with GaAs photocathodes [40]. Surprisingly, following an inadvertent beam/vacuum event, lifetime improved dramatically, with QE virtually unchanged or increasing at currents up to 10 mA [37]. The photocathode lifetime degraded at current >10 mA, and further testing indicated this was due to laser heating and associated changes in photocathode chemical composition. The CsK2Sb photocathode appears to be more rugged than the GaAs one; however, the chemistry could be very complicated, and the basic physics of bialkali-antimonide photocathode operation is not clearly understood [37]. Thus, continued evaluation of alkali-antimonide photocathodes is necessary to determine the exact recipe that provides optimum photocathode performance at high current.

1.4. SCOPE OF THE WORK

The outgassing, field emission and photoemission phenomena are fundamentally related to the electronic, structural and mechanical properties of materials such as bandgap energy, work function, activation energy, hardness, modulus, and microstructure. Thus, it is important to relate the outgassing from the gun structure material; the accelerating structure’s field emission mechanisms including electric field, conditioning, and surface preparation of the electrodes; and the performance of the photocathode to their material properties. Old Dominion University’s Applied Research Center (ODU-ARC) is an enterprise center and houses the following equipment: Transmission Electron Microscope (TEM), Scanning Electron Microscope with Energy Dispersive X-ray Spectroscopy (SEM-EDS), Atomic Force Microscope (AFM); Scanning Tunneling Microscope (STM), and Agilent XP Nano Indenter. Additional equipment includes: X-
Ray Photoelectron Spectroscope (XPS), Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer, Raman and Optical Spectrometer, Ellipsometer, and X-ray Diffraction (XRD). The ODU-ARC expertise on materials science and engineering combined with that of the Jefferson Lab electron source group expertise on actual photoguns provided a unique experimental opportunity.

1.5. GOALS AND OBJECTIVES

The goal of this dissertation is to improve the performance of Jefferson Lab’s DC high voltage photoelectron gun using thin films to provide ultra-bright electron beams. In order to achieve this goal, experiments on thin films were designed to meet the following objectives: (1) achieving better vacuum using a barrier coating on the vacuum chamber wall to minimize outgassing (i.e., gas load) and improve the pump speed, (2) eliminating field emission under very high voltage from the cathode electrodes made of inexpensive materials with the application of TiN coating, and (3) identifying proper growth conditions for bialkali-antimonide photocathodes which can demonstrate high QE and extended lifetime.

1.6. OUTLINE OF THE EXPERIMENTS

In this dissertation, three complementary studies were performed to explore how suitable thin-films could be used to improve photogun vacuum and thereby prolong operation, eliminate field emission from high voltage electrodes, and to obtain high average current photocathodes. A brief outline with the context of these experiments is presented below.
1.6.1. Investigation on outgassing rates of vacuum chambers

This individual study evaluated the effectiveness of thin-film coatings on vacuum chambers to serve as diffusion barriers to reduce the gas load within ultrahigh vacuum chambers. For this purpose, we constructed three identical vacuum chambers made of stainless steel (SS304L). The outgassing rates of these nominally identical 304L stainless steel vacuum chambers were measured to determine the effects of chamber coatings and heat treatments. One chamber was coated with titanium nitride (TiN) and one with amorphous silicon (a-Si) immediately following fabrication. The last chamber was first tested without any coating and then coated with a-Si following a series of heat treatments. The outgassing rate of each chamber was measured at room temperatures between 15 and 30 °C following bakes at temperatures between 90 and 400 °C. The outgassing results were interpreted in terms of diffusion-limited versus recombination-limited processes. Surface science techniques including scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and surface profilometry were used to determine the topography and mechanical roughness of the coated and uncoated surfaces, and energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was used to assess the chemical composition of the coatings.

1.6.2. Investigation on high voltage induced field emission from electrodes

The aim of this individual study was to examine whether hard coating like titanium nitride (TiN) can be applied to the freshly fabricated rough surfaces of soft metal electrodes to eliminate the time consuming and labor intensive polishing process and still perform consistently well to suppress field emission of electrode under high voltage. For this, the high voltage performance of three TiN-coated aluminum electrodes, before and after gas conditioning with helium, was
compared to that of bare aluminum electrodes, and electrodes manufactured from titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V). As the excessive field emission often leads to permanent damage on the electrode surface, the surface topography of each electrode was investigated at every step of the polishing process, the coating process, and following each step of the high voltage evaluation, using a JEOL JSM-6060 LV scanning electron microscope (SEM). In addition, the surface roughness of each test electrodes was inferred based on AFM measurements of small test coupons (2 cm × 2 cm × 0.5 cm), before and after TiN coating. A harder electrode surface is anticipated to be less prone to surface damage due to handling and HV processing. Thus, the mechanical properties of the TiN coating, hardness and modulus, were evaluated using nanoindentation measurement, and compared to those of stainless steel, niobium, and titanium-alloy coupons.

1.6.3. Investigation on optimizing the photocathode fabrication

This individual study focused on optimizing the bialkali antimonide deposition conditions for a wide range of Sb layer thickness, and evaluated their photoemission characteristics and QE lifetime. Proper surface science investigation of the Sb layer was also conducted to understand the role of the deposition parameters on the photocathode performance [36,41,42]. Field emission scanning electron microscopy, x-ray diffraction, and atomic force microscopy were used to evaluate the morphology, porosity and roughness of the Sb-layers with varying thicknesses.

1.7. OUTLINE OF THE DISSERTATION

This dissertation is based on the published work in journals [43-46]. Chapter 2 presents the study measuring the outgassing rates of three nominally identical 304L stainless steel vacuum
chambers to determine the effects of chamber coatings (amorphous silicon and titanium nitride) and heat treatments on reducing the gas load to achieve better vacuum. Chapter 3 presents the study of the effectiveness of titanium nitride thin film applied on photocathode electrodes to eliminate field emission under very high bias voltage. The field emission measurements of three TiN-coated aluminum electrodes are presented and compared to those of bare aluminum electrodes and electrodes manufactured from titanium-alloy (Ti-6Al-4V). Chapter 4 details the photocathode preparation chamber that was designed and built for growing bialkali antimonide photocathodes. Antimony films grown on Ta and GaAs substrates were studied under different vacuum and deposition conditions to better understand growth characteristics and their effects on photocathode QE and lifetime at low voltage. The experimental results on QE and lifetime are correlated with the surface characteristics of antimony films including surface roughness, grain size crystallite size, and porosity. Surface science results from FESEM, XRD, and AFM investigations are presented. Finally, chapter 5 summarizes the main results of this work and offers some future experimental ideas related to the thin films studied here.
CHAPTER 2

EFFECTS OF HEAT TREATMENTS AND COATINGS ON THE OUTGASSING RATE OF STAINLESS STEEL CHAMBERS

2.1. INTRODUCTION

The successful operation of a GaAs-based spin-polarized electron source [18,47] requires vacuum near $1 \times 10^{-12}$ Torr [ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) to extreme-high vacuum (XHV)] since residual gasses in the system are ionized by the electron beam and accelerated into the photocathode, causing damage and limiting the operational lifetime of the system. Proposed accelerator electron sources require higher current and corresponding vacuum improvements. The equilibrium pressure in the system, $P$, is defined by the equation, $P = Q/S$, where $Q$ is the gas load from all sources including outgassing and leaks, and $S$ is the effective pump speed. To reduce pressure, the pump speed should be maximized and the outgassing rate minimized [48,49]. For stainless steel systems with no leaks and where no process gas is introduced, the gas load is primarily from hydrogen outgassing from the steel [50]. There are numerous reports of successful reduction of the outgassing rate via moderate [51-57] and high temperature [56-63] heat treatments, which serve to reduce hydrogen outgassing. There are also numerous reports of coatings such as titanium nitride (TiN) [64-69], boron nitride [69,70], silicon [71,72], or silicon oxide [73] that may reduce the outgassing rate by acting as diffusion barriers.

Thus, the objective of this individual study was to reduce the outgassing rate (i.e., gas load)
from the photogun chamber walls to achieve superior vacuum requirement of ultra-bright accelerator electron sources. On this end, outgassing rates have been measured and compared on identical vacuum chambers with and without thin film coatings and as a function of heat treatments to identify their effectiveness in reducing the gas load.

The experimental results presented here reproduce the outgassing rate reduction for moderate heat treatment temperatures of stainless steel and represent the first test of the amorphous silicon coating for baked vacuum chambers. Experimental results presented here for TiN coated chambers replicate the extremely low measured outgassing rates in the literature for TiN coated chambers but with large experimental uncertainty in the measurements, and indication of a potential pump speed in the coating, which would invalidate the accumulation method of measuring outgassing rate.

These experiments were conducted by measuring outgassing from complete vacuum chambers that included welds and flanges to provide an outgassing rate representative of what can be achieved for production vacuum chambers for electron sources at Jefferson Lab. Outgassing rates were measured following each of a series of system bakes and at a range of room temperatures. The room temperature dependence of the hydrogen outgassing rate allows measurement of the activation energy for hydrogen diffusion in the bare steel system and is the basis for the discussion of diffusion versus recombination limitations in the outgassing process.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) and surface profilometry were used to determine the topography and mechanical roughness of the coated and uncoated surfaces, and energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDS) was used to assess the chemical composition of the coatings.
2.2. EXPERIMENT

2.2.1. Chamber fabrication

Each vacuum chamber, 20.3 cm in diameter and 38.1 cm long, was manufactured from a 304L stainless steel sheet, 0.48 cm thick with a 0.8 μm RMS surface finish that was rolled into a cylinder and welded. A DN200 Conflat™ flange was welded to one end, and a flat plate of the same thickness and material as the walls was welded to the bottom. The chamber was assembled (see Fig. 2.1) with either a zero-length DN200 to DN35 reducer flange, or a custom five-port DN200 adapter flange, thinned to 4.78 mm, with five DN35 ports to support a subsequent experiment. DN35 Conflat™ tees were used to attach a spinning rotor gauge (SRG) [74] and an all-metal right-angle isolation valve (400 °C bakable) to each chamber. Each tee was heat treated and coated identically to the corresponding test chamber, and the dimensions of the tee were included in calculations of the geometric surface area and volume. The additional surface area due to microscopic roughness was not included in calculations of outgassing rate, and the chambers were not electropolished. Chamber volumes and areas were nominally 11.3 L and 3200 cm², respectively, with exact dimensions used for each system and uncertainties estimated to be below 2%. After manufacture, all chambers were cleaned with a detergent [75] and solvents, then evacuated and leak checked using a residual gas analyzer (RGA) with a detectable leak threshold below $5 \times 10^{-11}$ Torr L s⁻¹.

Two chambers were coated immediately following fabrication with either titanium nitride or amorphous silicon and are referred to as TiN and a-Si, respectively. The stainless steel chamber was evaluated initially without any coating, and is referred to as SS1. Following a series of
Prior to measuring outgassing rates, all chambers were evacuated and baked in a hot air oven. Following each chamber bake, outgassing rates were evaluated at room temperatures ranging from 15 to 30 °C in a clean room with temperatures stable to within 1 °C. For 400 °C heat treatments, the ion pump and RGA were located outside the oven, and they were baked to at least 150 °C using resistive heat tapes for the duration of the heat treatment, while during bakes at 250 °C and below, the ion pump and RGA were within the hot air oven.

2.2.2. Coating details

The commercial coating SilcoGuardVR-1000 from the vendor SilcoTek Corporation [76] is an
inert multilayered barrier of amorphous silicon interdiffused with the substrate resulting in a 400–800 nm coating. The silicon coating is applied by chemical vapor deposition at approximately 400 °C. The present study was designed to evaluate its potential use in baked systems for UHV and XHV applications.

The TiN coating was provided by Ionbond LLC [77] using cathodic arc physical vapor deposition. The coating was between 9 and 10 µm thick, which is considerably thicker than other coatings in the literature for UHV applications (e.g., those in Refs. 64 and 65, which are between 200 nm and 1 µm).

2.2.3. Outgassing measurement

The rate of rise, or accumulation, technique [78] with the SRG was used to measure the outgassing rate of each test chamber. This technique relies on the measurement of the pressure inside the isolated test chamber as a function of time, $dP/dt$, with the outgassing rate, $q$, given by the expression

$$q = \frac{dP}{dt} \times \frac{V}{A} \left(\frac{\text{Torr} \cdot \text{L}}{\text{s} \cdot \text{cm}^2}\right)$$

(2.1)

where $V$ is the chamber volume, and $A$ is the chamber surface area. The SRG is a direct reading gauge and was used because it disturbs the vacuum minimally compared to ionization gauges, which can generate a gas load and/or provide a small amount of pumping depending on system pressure. The SRG lower measurement limit is approximately $1 \times 10^{-7}$ Torr.

Outgassing rates were calculated using pressure measurements obtained over a period of at least 24 h, with typical data shown in Fig. 2.2. Data obtained during the first $\sim$10 h of each
accumulation measurement were disregarded to avoid inaccuracies from temperature stabilization time or equipment warm-up effects. Measurements began from either base chamber pressure, $<10^{-7}$ Torr, or by monitoring the pressure rate-of-rise starting from the pressure at the end of the previous run. Repeated measurements showed the measured outgassing rate was independent of the initial chamber pressure.
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**Fig. 2.2.** Representative rate-of-rise data at four room temperatures. These data were obtained using the SS1 stainless steel chamber, and correspond to outgassing rates between $1.4 \times 10^{-13}$ and $5.5 \times 10^{-13}$ Torr L s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ following a 150 °C bake (third in the series noted in Table 2.1). A least-square linear fit was used for each data set to calculate outgassing rates.

### 2.2.4. Coating analysis

Test coupons coated with the TiN coating and the Silco coating were compared to a bare sample of the material used to fabricate the vacuum chambers. A Dektak-3-ST surface profilometer (2.5 µm radius diamond tip stylus, 3 mg tracking force) was used to measure surface roughness, and a JEOL JSM-6060 LV SEM equipped with EDS with a 20 kV electron beam
provided 1000 times magnification to evaluate surface morphology and chemical composition.

2.3. RESULTS

2.3.1. Bare stainless steel

The outgassing rates measured for the SS1 chamber are listed in Table 2.1. The initial bake at 250 °C yielded an outgassing rate of 3.560(±0.005) × 10^{-12} Torr L s^{-1} cm^{-2} (at 20 °C), consistent with previous work at Jefferson Lab [47]. The extended heat treatment of the evacuated chamber at 400 °C in a hot air oven improved the outgassing rate by nearly a factor of 20, also consistent with past observations at Jefferson Lab and elsewhere [47,51–53,79].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bake temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Bake time (h)</th>
<th>Outgassing rate (Torr L s^{-1} cm^{-2})</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>3.560(±0.005) × 10^{-12}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>1.79(±0.05) × 10^{-13}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.01(±0.05) × 10^{-13}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.79(±0.05) × 10^{-13}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.16(±0.05) × 10^{-13}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>360</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>1.00(±0.05) × 10^{-13}</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

To determine the effects of venting a chamber for assembly following a 400 °C heat treatment, the chamber was vented to air, re-evacuated, then baked first to 150 °C, and then at 250 °C with the outgassing rate evaluated after each bake. The 150 °C bake reduced the outgassing rate ~40% below that measured following the 400 °C bake. The reduction in outgassing rate due to the
150 °C bake is larger than would be expected due to hydrogen depletion through diffusion during the low temperature bake. Similar behavior seen elsewhere [58,80,81] is postulated to be a result of an oxide-layer diffusion barrier that forms after venting, evacuation and baking. The outgassing rate following the 250 °C bake increased to $2.79(\pm 0.05) \times 10^{-13}$ Torr L s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$, higher than the rate following either the 400 °C or the 150 °C bake. This behavior has also been reported in the literature [58,82] where it is believed that 250 °C provides sufficient thermal energy to liberate hydrogen atoms from strongly bound defect states. Once liberated, these hydrogen atoms serve to repopulate the reservoir of mobile hydrogen in the chamber walls, resulting in higher outgassing. A subsequent bake at 150 °C did not fully recover the best outgassing rate, but a final heat treatment at 360 °C for 150 h was effective in restoring the outgassing rate to its best measured value of $1.0(\pm 0.5) \times 10^{-13}$ Torr L s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$, almost a factor of 40 lower than the initial outgassing rate of the system.

The outgassing rates following each bake were measured at room temperatures from 15 to 30 °C, shown on the Arrhenius plot in Fig. 2.3. The variation in outgassing rate with chamber temperature can be used to determine information about the thermally dependent hydrogen diffusion in the system [51,53,65]. The slope of the line in Fig. 2.3 yields the hydrogen diffusion activation energy, $E_D$, as shown in Eq. (2.2), where \( \log A \) is a constant that is correlated to the initial concentration of hydrogen in the material, \( R \) is the gas constant, and \( T \) is the chamber temperature in Kelvin

$$ \log q = \log A - \left( \frac{E_D}{R} \right) \frac{1}{T}. \tag{2.2} $$

For bare stainless steel, the activation energy calculation following the initial 250 °C bake yields
a value of $E_D = 60.3 \text{ kJ/mol} = 14.4 \text{ kcal/mol} = 0.63 \text{ eV}$ in agreement with results presented in the literature [51,83]. This will be discussed further in Sec. 2.4.

**2.3.2. Amorphous Si coating**

Amorphous silicon has been investigated as a surface coating to reduce pump-down times for systems in the high to ultrahigh vacuum regime [71,72], but its applicability for baked UHV and XHV applications has not been evaluated. The a-Si chamber was coated prior to any heat treatment, while the SS1:a-Si chamber was coated following the extensive series of bakes and outgassing rate measurements described in Sec. 2.3.1 for the SS1 chamber. The a-Si chamber was first baked at 90 °C, which is largely ineffective for removing water from bare stainless steel. The
outgassing rate following this bake (see Table 2.2) was a factor of two lower than the outgassing rate of the SS1 chamber following its initial 250 °C bake, which indicates that this a-Si coating provides a low outgassing rate following a bake at relatively low temperature.

### Table 2.2. Amorphous silicon coated (a-Si) chamber bake history and corresponding outgassing rates at 20 °C.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bake temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Bake time (h)</th>
<th>Outgassing rate (Torr L s⁻¹ cm⁻²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.355(±0.005) × 10⁻¹²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.138(±0.005) × 10⁻¹²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.556(±0.005) × 10⁻¹²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3.617(±0.005) × 10⁻¹²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2.806(±0.005) × 10⁻¹²</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1.860(±0.005) × 10⁻¹²</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

However, subsequent bakes at 150 and 250 °C reduced the outgassing rate for the a-Si chamber only moderately (15 and 30%, respectively). The heat treatment at 400 °C, which was effective in reducing outgassing in the SS1 chamber, instead increased the outgassing rate of the a-Si chamber by a factor of approximately two. This increase could arise from hydrogen diffusion from the steel into the coating during heat treatment, leading to a higher room temperature hydrogen concentration in the coating and resulting in higher outgassing rate, or alternately could be due to changes in the composition of the hydrogen compounds [84] (SiHₓ, with x = 1, 2, 3) within the a-Si coating at temperatures above 350 °C. The chamber underwent additional 30 h bakes at 150 °C and then 250 °C. Following this lengthy bake history, the outgassing rate of the silicon-coated chamber was approximately the same as that obtained following the initial 90 °C bake. These results indicate that once a chamber is coated with amorphous silicon, heat
treatments at temperatures up to 400 °C are ineffective at reducing the outgassing rate.

The next series of tests was designed to determine if the amorphous silicon coating would preserve a markedly low outgassing rate. The SS1 chamber that exhibited an outgassing rate of $1.0(\pm 0.5) \times 10^{-13}$ Torr L s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ was sent for coating with amorphous silicon. After coating, the chamber, now referred to as SS1:a-Si, was solvent cleaned and then baked at 90, 150, and 250 °C, with outgassing rates evaluated and compared to precoating values (see Table 2.3). The 90 °C bake resulted in an outgassing rate of $1.004(\pm 0.005) \times 10^{-12}$ Torr L s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$, similar to the 90 °C bake of the other a-Si coated chamber. Outgassing rates of $1.26(\pm 0.05) \times 10^{-13}$ Torr L s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ were obtained following bakes at 150 and 250 °C and increases of 26% and 46%, respectively, over the prior outgassing rate, which is significantly smaller than the ~280% increase in the bare steel outgassing rate following its 250 °C bake (fourth in the series).

The results from both of the a-Si chambers suggest the coating is hydrophobic compared to bare stainless steel, with outgassing rates in the low $10^{-12}$ Torr L s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ range obtained.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bake temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Bake time (h)</th>
<th>Outgassing rate (Torr L s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>$1.004(\pm 0.005) \times 10^{-12}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>$1.26(\pm 0.05) \times 10^{-13}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>$1.46(\pm 0.05) \times 10^{-13}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2.3. Chamber coated with amorphous silicon following heat treatment (SS1:a-Si) bake history and corresponding outgassing rate at 20 °C. The outgassing rate of SS1 prior to coating with a-Si was $1 \times 10^{-13}$ Torr L s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$. 
FIG. 2.4. Outgassing rates for the a-Si and the SS1:a-Si chambers as a function of inverse room temperature, with each data set obtained following a bake at the temperature noted in the legend. The low outgassing rate of the heat treated SS1 chamber (solid stars) was largely preserved following coating the chamber with a-Si and baking. The error bars for statistical and systematic error are comparable in size to the data points shown for these data.

Following bakes at only 90 °C. The results also indicate that once the chamber has been coated with amorphous silicon, additional heat treatment does not reduce the outgassing rate; however, a chamber that was heat treated prior to coating preserves the reduced outgassing rate following coating much better than uncoated steel.

The outgassing rates of the amorphous silicon-coated chambers were evaluated at a series of room temperatures (Fig. 2.4), and the decrease in outgassing rate with reduced temperature illustrates expected behavior associated with outgassing due to a thermally dependent outgassing rate.

2.3.3. TiN coating

The initial outgassing rate for the TiN coated chamber, measured following a 90 °C bake,
yielded an excellent outgassing rate of $6.44(\pm 0.05) \times 10^{-13}$ Torr L s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$, which is lower than stainless steel following repeated 250 °C bakes, such as found in Ref. 47. The next three bakes in the series (150, 250, and 400 °C) had outgassing rates measured at various room temperatures, but these data did not follow the expected room temperature dependence. This is believed to be due to a leak in the isolation valve, so these data have been disregarded. After replacement of the isolation valve, a remarkably low outgassing rate of $4(\pm 2) \times 10^{-15}$ Torr L s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ was obtained following the 150 °C bake (fifth in the series shown in Table 2.4), and this value decreased to $2(\pm 20) \times 10^{-16}$ Torr L s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ following the final bake at 250 °C. The room temperature dependence of these data sets followed the expected trend for thermally dependent outgassing behavior, with a decreased room temperature leading to a decrease in outgassing rate (see Fig. 2.5).

These remarkably low outgassing rates, though similar to some published values ($5.3 \times 10^{-15}$ and $1 \times 10^{-16}$ Torr L s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ from Refs. 65 and 68, respectively), require scrutiny. The pressure within the TiN chamber remained near the bottom of the SRG measurement capability for days (pressure $\sim 10^{-7}$ Torr). Repeated measurements of the outgassing rate for times up to 200 h reduced the statistical error in the measurements, but still lead to statistical and systematic error bars with magnitude similar to, or larger than, the measured value of the outgassing rate. If the pressure in the system were below the measurement capability of the SRG, the calculated outgassing rate could be dominated by a baseline drift of the gauge, though the noted room temperature dependence lends credibility to the measurements. It also must be noted that any pump speed in the system invalidates outgassing rate measurements because the accumulation method applies only to systems with no pumping. Elemental titanium is known to be effective in
Pumping gases such as hydrogen, and the presence of such pumping would yield an artificially low outgassing rate: it would require only 0.003 L/s pump speed and a typical

**Table 2.4.** Titanium nitride coated chamber (TiN) bake history and corresponding outgassing rate at 20 °C. Outgassing rates may be artificially low if there is any pump speed in the system, and the inhomogeneity found in the EDS analysis suggests the presence of some elemental Ti.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Bake temperature (°C)</th>
<th>Bake time (h)</th>
<th>Outgassing rate (Torr L s⁻¹ cm⁻²)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>90</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>6.44(±0.05) × 10⁻¹³</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>not reliable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>not reliable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>400</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>not reliable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>150</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>4(±2) × 10⁻¹⁵</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>2(±20) × 10⁻¹⁶</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2.5.** Outgassing rates for the TiN-coated stainless steel chamber as a function of inverse room temperature, with each data set obtained following a bake at the temperature noted in the legend. The best outgassing rate for the SS1 bare stainless steel chamber is plotted for reference. Systematic and statistical errors, though small at larger outgassing rates, become significant at the lowest measured outgassing rates.
outgassing rate of $1 \times 10^{-12}$ Torr L s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ to achieve apparent outgassing rates such as those found in this system. A recent study reported by Marcy et al. [85] supports this small pump speed hypothesis which was evidenced by the observed four orders of discrepancy between the expected and measured base pressure in the TiN coated system.

2.3.4. Coating analysis

Coating analysis was performed on one bare and two coated test coupons, all cut from the same material as the chambers, and with two coated by the manufacturers using the same parameters as during the test chamber coating processes. The bare stainless steel sample had an RMS roughness of 740 nm and the SEM image of this surface [Fig. 2.6(a) inset] shows characteristic roughness of a machined stainless surface as expected. Application of the a-Si coating served to smooth the surface, with 250 nm RMS roughness, and the SEM image of the coating appeared very uniform [Fig. 2.6(b) inset]. The application of the TiN coating also served to smooth the bare stainless steel surface, with 510 nm RMS roughness, but the SEM image [Fig. 2.6(c) inset] shows obvious particulate matter on the surface. The particulate was also notable in the TiN coated chamber and was easily dislodged during handling, particularly after the bake. The surface roughness and coating thicknesses are summarized in Table 2.5 for bare, a-Si, and TiN surfaces.

The EDS measurements made in conjunction with the SEM images illustrate the chemical composition of the three coated chambers (see Fig. 2.6). The EDS spectrum from the bare stainless steel coupon [Fig. 2.6(a)] shows the expected composition of 304L steel, with an additional carbon peak attributed to residual solvents from cleaning. The a-Si coated test coupon [Fig. 2.6(b)] shows
FIG. 2.6. EDS and SEM data show coating composition and morphology for (a) bare stainless steel, showing expected composition and morphology, (b) a-Si on stainless steel, with a Si peak evident in conjunction with the steel substrate, and (c) TiN coating with approximately 1:1 atomic ratio of Ti and N, but obvious particulate matter and pores visible across the surface. Inset SEM images each show a 120 µm × 80 µm area.
TABLE 2.5. Coating thickness and RMS roughness values for bare steel, TiN coated and a-Si coated test samples.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Coating thickness</th>
<th>RMS roughness (nm)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SS</td>
<td>None</td>
<td>740</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>a-Si</td>
<td>800 nm</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiN</td>
<td>10 µm</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

strong peaks for both the underlying stainless steel and the silicon coating, consistent with the thin, interdiffused silicon coating and the EDS technique, which is sensitive to the first ~1 µm of material. The EDS analysis of TiN [Fig. 2.6(c)] shows Ti and N peaks with an atomic ratio of approximately 1:1 (50.4% N and 49.6% Ti). However, careful EDS examination of smaller features in the TiN coating show inhomogeneity in the film, with Ti:N atomic ratios ranging from 0.58:1 to 1.17:1, suggesting the possible presence of elemental Ti in some areas. The TiN coating is much thicker than the a-Si coating (9 µm compared to 0.8 µm); thus, the surface sensitive EDS measurements show minimal characteristics of the underlying stainless steel substrate.

2.4. DISCUSSION

The outgassing rate of a newly manufactured stainless steel vacuum system is initially governed by the rate at which hydrogen atoms diffuse through the chamber walls to the surface, where the concentration is depleted due to outgassing of hydrogen into the vacuum. This process, known as diffusion limited outgassing, is described by Fick’s diffusion equation. However, as the hydrogen concentration is reduced through repeated bakes or extended heat treatment, less hydrogen arrives at the surface per unit time due to diffusion. Eventually, the rate at which
hydrogen atoms at the surface combine and desorb as H\textsubscript{2} molecules, known as recombination, becomes the dominating factor in the outgassing rate of the material rather than the diffusion rate to the surface [50,83,84,86,87].

Qualitatively, the transition from diffusion to recombination limited outgassing behavior can be seen on a graph of the outgassing rate as a function of heat treatment. The combination of time and temperature associated with a chamber’s heat treatments can be described using the dimensionless Fourier number, $F_0$

$$F_0 = 4D_H \left( \frac{t}{d^2} \right). \quad (2.3)$$

where $t$ is the processing time and $d$ is the thickness of the chamber wall. The temperature dependent diffusion constant, $D_H$, in Eq. (2.3) is related to the hydrogen diffusion activation energy in stainless steel, $E_D$, by the following expression:

$$D_H(T) = D_0 \exp \left( \frac{-E_D}{RT} \right). \quad (2.4)$$

where $D_0$ is termed the pre-exponential diffusion constant and assigned [88] a typical value of 0.012 cm\textsuperscript{2}s\textsuperscript{-1} for 304 L stainless steel, R is the ideal gas constant, and T corresponds to temperature in Kelvin. The value of $E_D = 60.3$ kJ/mol, determined in Sec. 2.3.1 for diffusion of hydrogen in bare steel after the initial 250 °C bake where bulk diffusion dominates the outgassing process, was used to determine $D_H(T)$ and $F_0$ for all systems.

The outgassing rate of each test chamber is plotted versus $F_0$ in Fig. 2.7. The straight line in Fig. 2.7 shows the modeled outgassing rate of a vacuum chamber based solely on diffusion per Fick’s Law, yielding a straight line on a log scale, with outgassing rate falling continuously with
increasing $F_0$.

**Fig. 2.7.** Outgassing rates for each chamber are plotted vs the Fourier number, $F_0$. The straight line represents the calculated outgassing rate for the systems using Fick’s law, disregarding surface effects. For the steel chambers, the transition from diffusion limited reduction in outgassing rate to recombination limited behavior occurs near $F_0 = 1$, with the outgassing rates vs $F_0$ in close agreement with Fick’s law at low $F_0$ (see inset), and diverging from Fick’s law toward recombination limited behavior at higher $F_0$ values. The a-Si chambers have outgassing rate largely independent of $F_0$ suggesting that the surface effects of the system dominate the outgassing, and diffusion of hydrogen from the material during bakes is not significant. The steep slope of the TiN indicates either an excellent diffusion barrier or a slight pumping speed in the coating that increases with additional heat treatment. Note: data labeled SS2 is from previously published data (Ref. 47).

The data for bare stainless steel support two regimes of outgassing. Initial bakes at 250 °C on the SS1 chamber and previously published data [47] (labeled as SS2 in Fig. 2.7) yield outgassing rates in good agreement with Fick’s law for $F_0 < 1$ (see Fig. 2.7 inset). However, for $F_0 > 1$, the outgassing rates deviate from Fick’s law, indicating that the outgassing rate has undergone the
expected transition to recombination limited behavior, with surface effects, rather than diffusion, dominating the outgassing rate process.

For the a-Si chamber, the graph of $q$ versus $F_0$ shows comparatively flat behavior. Recombination limited systems (such as the stainless steel chambers at $F_0 >> 1$) exhibit little change in $q$ versus $F_0$, suggesting that the outgassing rate for the a-Si chamber is strongly dominated by surface effects rather than by the rate of diffusion of hydrogen in the bulk stainless steel. The SS1:a-Si chamber was not heated to 400 °C following coating in order to preserve a known low outgassing rate for future experiments, and although the data are shown in the graph, dependence on $F_0$ is not clear from the limited data set.

The slope of the TiN outgassing rates versus $F_0$ is quite steep, with the outgassing rate falling faster than Fick’s law predicts due to diffusion from steel. Two possible explanations exist: either this TiN coating is an excellent diffusion barrier for hydrogen, and the bakes at even 90 and 150 °C are sufficient to deplete the hydrogen from the TiN coating itself, yielding exceptionally small outgassing rates, or alternatively the TiN coating may have a small pump speed, and the pump speed increases with additional heat treatments. Marcy et al. [85] conducted a complementary experiment by using the TiN coated chamber, pumped by nonevaporable getter and ion pumps, to determine if the low apparent outgassing rate yields a markedly lower base pressure compared to that obtained using a bare stainless steel chamber. The measured outgassing rate from their investigation appeared to be four orders higher than the expected outgassing rate which indicates the small pump speed of TiN coating due to presence of elemental titanium in the coating.
2.5. SUMMARY

These studies used a bare stainless steel chamber to verify prior results and to validate the experimental setup for outgassing rate measurements of coated chambers. A 100 h bake at 400 °C reduced the outgassing rate of a bare stainless steel vacuum chamber from $3.560(\pm 0.005) \times 10^{-12}$ to $1.79(\pm 0.05) \times 10^{-13}$ Torr L s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$. Subsequent bakes were far less effective at reducing the outgassing rate, indicating a transition from diffusion limited to recombination limited outgassing behavior. Following venting to air and rebaking at 150 °C bake, the outgassing rate decreased modestly, but following a 250 °C bake, the outgassing rate increased by nearly a factor of 3 (from 1.01 to $2.79(\pm 0.05) \times 10^{-13}$ Torr L s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$). These studies suggest that once low outgassing rates have been achieved, baking a stainless steel vacuum chamber at 250 °C in the recombination limited regime is detrimental to the outgassing rate.

This is the first investigation of the performance of amorphous-silicon coated chambers subjected to repeated bake cycles and heat treatments. The a-Si chamber had an outgassing rate of $2.355(\pm 0.005) \times 10^{-12}$ Torr L s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ following a 90 °C bake, which can typically only be reached with a 250 °C bake of a bare steel chamber, and is consistent with the hydrophobic nature of the surface advertised by the manufacturer. However, subsequent bakes at 150 and 250 °C reduced the outgassing rate minimally, and the extended heat treatment at 400 °C increased the rate above the initial value obtained following the 90 °C bake, leading to the conclusion that heat treatment following coating is not effective in reducing the outgassing rate for a-Si coated chambers. Low outgassing rates were preserved for the chamber coated with a-Si after heat treatment (SS1:a-Si), indicating that coating a degassed chamber with a-Si can be beneficial for
systems where a low outgassing rate is needed. Energy-dispersive x-ray spectroscopy data confirm the expected combination of silicon and 304 L stainless steel in the spectrum.

The test results of the TiN coated chamber yielded the smallest outgassing rate of all the chambers: $6.44(\pm 0.05) \times 10^{-13}$ Torr L s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ following an initial $90 \degree$C bake and $2(\pm 20) \times 10^{-16}$ Torr L s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ following the final bake in the series. The pressure, as measured by the SRG, remained at values near the gauge’s measurement limit throughout the accumulation measurement. Thus, the uncertainty in the TiN outgassing rate is large and cannot preclude a small pumping effect of the TiN coating.

2.6. CONCLUSION

The operating lifetime of a photocathode within a DC high voltage photogun is limited by vacuum, which is determined in part by the outgassing rate of hydrogen from the vacuum chamber walls. By reducing the outgassing rate, the vacuum level improves proportionally and similarly, the operating lifetime of the photocathode. This individual study investigated thin films of a-Si and TiN applied to surfaces of the vacuum chambers to reduce the outgassing rate for achieving superior vacuum. Results from this study suggests that a-Si coating on a bake chamber can permanently retain the low outgassing rate of a photogun vacuum system and can eliminate further high temperature bakes if the system needs to be vented to air. This study also suggests that TiN coating seemed to act as a small pump, which can improve vacuum when degassed with heat treatment. Thus, these two films can be employed effectively to lower the gas load and retain the improved vacuum to meet the stringent vacuum requirement of the next generation ultra-bright accelerator electron sources.
3.1. INTRODUCTION

Particle accelerators are important tools used in many applications ranging from cancer therapy and industrial linear accelerators and synchrotron light sources, to high energy colliders that are used to investigate nature’s fundamental building blocks and forces. The performance of many present and future particle accelerators is limited by the maximum operating voltage supported by the direct current (DC) high voltage (HV) photoelectron gun that provides the electron beam for the accelerator. Too often, the operating voltage of the photogun is limited by field emission from the cathode electrode, which degrades vacuum via electron stimulated desorption, leading to reduced photoelectron yield (or quantum efficiency, QE) via ion bombardment. At high levels (>1 µA), field emission can open flange joints and damage high voltage insulators. Cathode electrodes for electron guns are typically manufactured from physically hard metals like stainless steel, titanium, and molybdenum [19,89-91]. Table 3.1 lists common electrode materials, with relevant properties. Once fabricated at the machine shop, the relatively rough surface of the electrode must be mechanically polished by hand using silicon carbide paper and diamond grit, to obtain a smooth surface free of protrusions [28]. This is a time-consuming and labor-intensive process. At least one photogun group has implemented
electropolishing as a means to speed electrode preparation [31,102]; however, our recent tests indicate electropolished electrodes do not respond to gas conditioning as favorably as mechanically polished electrodes [103,104]. Niobium electrodes perform well at a high voltage when surfaces are etched with a mixture of strong acids—a technique known as buffered chemical polishing (BCP) [92]. The BCP process significantly reduces electrode preparation time but not everyone has access to BCP facilities.

Another important consideration is effective heat removal from the photocathode during high current applications. Only a small portion (few percent) of absorbed laser light produces the desired electron beam. Most of the light simply serves to heat the photocathode and cathode electrode. For high current applications, where many watts of laser light are required, it is important to maintain the photocathode at temperatures below some limit to ensure that the photocathode does not decompose. Hence, the heat must be removed, which is a complicated task because the cathode is biased at high voltage. Passive heat removal is preferred.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Work function $\phi$ (eV)</th>
<th>Thermal conductivity (W/m-K)</th>
<th>Electrical resistivity $\mu$Ω cm</th>
<th>Hardness (GPa)</th>
<th>Elasticity modulus (GPa)</th>
<th>Density (g/cc)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>SS316L</td>
<td>4.5 (Ref. 92)</td>
<td>16.3 (Ref. 93)</td>
<td>74 (Ref. 90)</td>
<td>1.5 (Ref. 93)</td>
<td>193 (Ref. 93)</td>
<td>8.0 (Ref. 93)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Niobium</td>
<td>4.3 (Ref. 94)</td>
<td>52 (Ref. 95)</td>
<td>14 (Ref. 95)</td>
<td>1.3 (Ref. 95)</td>
<td>104 (Ref. 95)</td>
<td>8.6 (Ref. 95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molybdenum</td>
<td>4.6 (Ref. 94)</td>
<td>142 (Ref. 95)</td>
<td>5.7 (Ref. 95)</td>
<td>2.2 (Ref. 95)</td>
<td>310 (Ref. 95)</td>
<td>10.9 (Ref. 95)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ti-6Al-4V</td>
<td>4.5 (Ref. 19)</td>
<td>6.7 (Ref. 96)</td>
<td>178 (Ref. 96)</td>
<td>3.4 (Ref. 96)</td>
<td>114 (Ref. 96)</td>
<td>4.4 (Ref. 96)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Al6061</td>
<td>3.5 (Ref. 97)</td>
<td>167 (Refs. 96 and 98)</td>
<td>4 (Refs. 96 and 98)</td>
<td>1.47$^a$</td>
<td>70$^a$</td>
<td>2.7 (Refs. 96 and 98)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TiN coating</td>
<td>5.0 (Ref. 99)</td>
<td>11-67 (Ref. 100)</td>
<td>14 (Ref. 100), 270 (Ref. 101)</td>
<td>18.2$^a$</td>
<td>270$^a$</td>
<td>3.3 (Ref. 100)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$Properties of ion-beam enhanced deposition grown TiN coating on Al were measured in the present work.
Bare aluminum is not considered a good candidate material for high voltage electrodes. Bare aluminum electrodes—with soft, porous, and oxidized surfaces—exhibit high levels of field emission at modest voltages and field strengths, as we illustrate below. However, aluminum is easy to machine and polish, and it provides a high degree of thermal conductivity, which could be exploited for passive heat removal from the photocathode, for high current applications. Thus, the goal of this individual study was to find a suitable thin film that can be applied on aluminum electrodes to improve their field emission suppression capacity to meet the very high voltage requirement of future ultra-bright accelerator electron sources. The objective of this work was to evaluate the high voltage performance of bare aluminum electrodes coated with titanium nitride, a commercially available coating commonly used to harden the surface of metals, and with significantly higher work function compared to other materials. On this end, the performance of three TiN-coated aluminum electrodes was compared to that of bare aluminum electrodes, and electrodes manufactured from titanium-alloy (Ti-6Al-4V). The titanium-alloy electrodes provide a benchmark-level of performance, representative of mechanically polished electrodes prepared in a traditional manner with silicon-carbide paper and diamond paste polishing (DPP) compound.

As presented below, the TiN-coated aluminum electrodes performed significantly better than bare aluminum electrodes, and exhibited performance comparable to the Ti-alloy electrodes. All of the TiN-coated aluminum electrodes reached —225 kV with cathode/anode gap of 50 mm without measurable field emission (<10 pA), following gas conditioning using helium. The best TiN-coated aluminum electrode exhibited less than 100 pA of field emission at 22.5 MV/m.
The Fowler–Nordheim theory of field emission suggests that smooth electrode surfaces, made of materials with a large work function, exhibit smaller levels of field emission. However, in practice, few people use the Fowler–Nordheim theory to predict the onset of field emission from individual test samples. It is not uncommon for nominally identical electrodes to exhibit markedly different performance. Part of the problem in predicting the performance of an electrode is that DC field emission involves a complex mixture of macroscopic and microscopic effects, which are determined by the geometry, metallurgy, and surface preparation techniques which can introduce contamination. In this work, gas conditioning was implemented as a means of process control [27] to minimize the variability of results between nominally identical electrode samples, and to provide a significantly more reliable assessment of high voltage performance. For most of the work reported here, helium was used for gas conditioning, but when stubborn field emitters were encountered, krypton gas was sometimes used.

Excessive field emission often leads to permanent damage on the electrode surface. Therefore, the surface topography of each electrode was investigated at every step of the polishing process, the coating process, and following each step of the high voltage evaluation, using a JEOL JSM-6060 LV scanning electron microscope (SEM). In addition, the surface roughness of the aluminum electrode was inferred based on measurements of small test coupons (2 cm × 2 cm × 0.5 cm), before and after TiN coating, using a Digital Instruments Dimension 3100 atomic force microscope (AFM) in the tapping mode. It was anticipated that a harder electrode surface was less prone to surface damage due to handling and HV processing. Thus, the mechanical properties of the TiN coating, hardness and modulus, were evaluated using nanoindentation measurement and compared to those of stainless steel, niobium, and titanium-alloy coupons. A
Nanoindenter XP from Agilent Technologies (Agilent Technologies, Inc., Santa Clara, CA) equipped with a three-sided diamond Berkovich indenter tip was employed to test the coupons in the continuous stiffness measurement (CSM) protocol.

3.2. EXPERIMENT

3.2.1. Apparatus

A total of seven electrodes were evaluated: two bare aluminum electrodes, three TiN-coated aluminum electrodes, and two Ti-alloy electrodes. Two of the TiN-coated aluminum electrodes were first evaluated in the uncoated state. Each electrode had a Pierce-type geometry with 25° focusing angle (6.35 cm diameter, 2.85 cm thick) [Fig. 3.1(a)], identical to electrodes used at the continuous electron beam accelerator facility for many years [14]. A piece of polished stainless steel was used in place of the GaAs photocathode.

Electrodes were evaluated using two vacuum test chambers TS1 and TS2 [Figs. 3.1(b) and 3.1(c)], identical in function but with different vacuum pumping technology. One chamber (TS1) relied on nonevaporable getter pump (SAES GP500) and a 220 l s⁻¹ ion pump. After installing a test electrode, the entire vacuum chamber was baked at 200 °C for 30 h to eliminate water from the vacuum chamber and provide partial activation of the nonevaporable getter pump.

The base pressure inside the test chamber was \(\sim 1 \times 10^{-11}\) Torr \((1.33 \times 10^{-9}\) Pa) during electrode evaluation. The other test stand (TS2) was pumped using a cryopump (CTI, 2000 l s⁻¹ rated pumping speed) and 50 l s⁻¹ ion pump. An electrode was installed, the system was pumped using a small turbo, and then the valve to the cryopump opened. The system was allowed to pump
FIG. 3.1. (a) Schematic of the insulator, test electrode and anode used to collect the field emission. Photographs of the dc high voltage field emission test stands — (b) baked chamber TS1 and (c) unbaked chamber TS2 used to evaluate each cathode electrode.
overnight. The next day, the electrode was heated to 200 °C for 8 h using a smaller heater inserted into the tapered opening of the high voltage insulator to liberate loosely bound adsorbed gasses from the insulator and electrode surfaces. The base pressure in this test stand during electrode evaluation was typically ~1 × 10⁻¹⁰ Torr (1.33 × 10⁻⁸ Pa). A comparison of the field emission characteristics of three electrodes evaluated in both test stands indicated that field emission results were independent of the vacuum test chambers as long as the vacuum preparation protocols and degassing of the electrodes were conducted in a consistent manner for each chamber.

Details of the test apparatus can be found in Ref. 92; an abbreviated description is provided here. Cathode electrodes were suspended from a tapered conical insulator that extended into each test chamber (Fig. 3.1). The anode was made from a stainless steel (304L) flat plate with a Rogowski edge profile, polished using 600 grit silicon carbide paper, electrically isolated from ground and attached to a sensitive current meter (Keithley electrometer model 617). The anode could be moved up or down to vary the cathode/anode gap and therefore the field strength. Further details of the cathode electrodes geometry, gap separation, and maximum field strength can be found in Ref. 92.

A —225 kV commercial high voltage power supply was used for the experiment. The high voltage power supply and the ceramic insulator accommodate “industry standard” high voltage cables with R-28 connectors. A 100 MΩ conditioning resistor was placed in series with the cathode electrode via an oil tank and served to protect the apparatus in case of sudden discharge of stored energy. The resistor also serves to protect the electrode via a negative feedback mechanism — as
current increases, a larger voltage drop occurs across the resistor, reducing voltage at the electrode.

An assessment of the field emission properties of each test electrode involved monitoring vacuum level inside the apparatus, x-ray radiation near the apparatus, and anode current while increasing the voltage applied to the cathode electrode. High voltage was first applied to the electrode using the largest cathode/anode gap of 50 mm. Upon successful high voltage processing (defined below), the gap could be decreased to achieve higher field strength. However, small gaps sometimes produced catastrophic breakdown and electrode damage, so small gap evaluation was approached with caution and only if very little field emission was observed at a larger gap of 20 mm.

Electrodes were first evaluated under the best vacuum conditions each vacuum chamber could possibly provide. Voltage was applied to the electrode and was gradually increased while maintaining the anode current less than ~100 nanoamperes (nA). As the voltage was increased, field emission would be observed, and sometimes field emission sites would “burn off,” as evidenced by lower levels of current measured at the anode. Frequently, stubborn field emitters were encountered, and gas conditioning was employed [19]. Gas conditioning involved introducing helium into the vacuum chamber at pressure between $1 \times 10^{-6}$ and $1 \times 10^{-4}$ Torr ($1 \times 10^{-4}$ to $1 \times 10^{-2}$ Pa), while the cathode electrode was biased at a voltage high enough to produce significant levels of field emission (approximately few µA). Under these conditions, the inert gas can be ionized by the field emission and these ions are then attracted to the negatively biased cathode electrode, bombarding the electrode in the vicinity of the field emitter. Recent work has revealed that field emission sites are eliminated via two mechanisms [27]: sputtering
and ion implantation, which serves to increase the localized work function. Gas conditioning typically was performed for 30–60 min and repeated multiple times, depending on the performance of the test electrode in the field emission reduction process. An electrode was considered fully processed when field emission current was stable to within a few percent of the average value. Specific details on how to implement gas conditioning are given in Refs. 27 and 92. During gas conditioning, ion pumps were not energized, and the valve to the cryopump was closed. Nonevaporable getter pumps do not pump inert gas. An overboard turbo pump was used to remove the gas from each system during gas conditioning and for approximately 30 min once the supply of gas was terminated. The pressure inside the vacuum chamber typically recovered to nominal static vacuum level in just 24 h.

3.2.2. Polishing and preparing the electrodes

Two electrodes were manufactured from Ti-6Al-4V titanium alloy, and represent the “hard metal” benchmark for comparing the performance of “soft metal” aluminum and TiN-coated aluminum electrodes. The Ti-alloy electrodes were cut to shape using hydrocarbon-free lubricants, and polished on a potter’s wheel with silicon carbide paper of increasingly finer grit (300 and then 600 particles/in.²) followed by polishing with diamond grit (6, 3 µm), to obtain a mirror-like finish. Between each polishing step, the electrodes were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath using a detergent alkali solution. After mechanical polishing, the electrodes were high-pressure rinsed (1200 psi) for 20 min with ultrapure deionized water with resistivity >18 MΩ cm.

Aluminum electrodes were manufactured from Al6061-alloy. After being cut to shape with hydrocarbon-free lubricants, each electrode was polished on a potter’s wheel with silicon carbide
paper of increasingly finer grit: 400, 600, and 800 particles/in.$^2$. Two electrodes were further polished using 1200 particles/in.$^2$ paper (a minor goal was to determine if polishing with 1200 grit paper was necessary). Polishing with silicon carbide paper produced a mirror-like, submicron surface finish. Between each polishing step, the electrodes were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath of acetone and then methanol. Aluminum electrodes required only hours of mechanical polishing using silicon carbide paper, compared to weeks of polishing time for relatively harder materials like stainless steel and titanium alloy.

Two bare aluminum electrodes were tested at high voltage. Afterwards these electrodes received additional polishing to remove defects introduced as a result of field emission and gas conditioning, as described below in Sec. 3.3.1. A total of three bare-aluminum electrodes were then sent to the commercial vendor Beam Alloy Technology LLC for coating with titanium nitride, using an ion-beam enhanced deposition process at low temperature ($< 93 \, ^\circ C$) [105]. According to the vendor, the independently controlled ion beam provides precise control of film growth, and results in a tight metallurgical bond between the coating and the substrate material. The coating thickness was controlled to 2.5 $\mu$m. Upon return, the electrodes were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath of methanol.

3.3. HIGH VOLTAGE TEST RESULTS

The evaluation of seven test electrodes at high voltage required several months of effort. Similar to past studies [27,92], it was not uncommon to observe completely different field emission behavior from nominally identical test samples, upon the first application of high voltage. The variability in results associated with initial high voltage processing of electrodes of
the same material and treatment was attributed to undetectable levels of contamination and/or subsurface variations from sample to sample. Credible results were typically obtained subsequent to gas conditioning, which represented an important aspect of the process control. With some exceptions, most of the results presented below represent post-gas conditioning results.

In Fig. 3.2, field emission current for a subset of the electrodes is plotted versus the applied voltage and field strength. The error bars represent one standard deviation in this figure. The field strength for each gap setting was estimated using the electrostatic field mapping program POISSON [105]. Field strength values required to produce 100 pA of field emission for different cathode/anode gaps and for all electrodes are shown in Table 3.2. All values correspond to performance following gas conditioning, with the exception of titanium-alloy sample 2, which exhibited small levels of field emission without gas conditioning. Entries with greater-than sign (>) indicate the electrode did not produce 100 pA of field emission for that gap setting.

| Table 3.2. Field strength required to produce 100 pA of field emission, following helium gas conditioning, except titanium alloy sample TA2, which did not require it. For entries with (>) symbol, field emission current did not exceed 100 pA at −225 kV bias voltage, the maximum voltage available. |
|----------------------------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|----------------|
| A1 (He) 1200 grit               | A2 (He) 1200 grit | TN1 (He) 800 grit | TN2 (He) 1200 grit | TN3 (He) 1200 grit | TA1 DPP          | TA2 DPP          |
| 50mm     | 9.0             | 9.1             | >12.8           | >12.8           | >12.8           | 10.9            | >12.8           |
| 40mm     | 8.5             | 9.5             | >13.7           | >13.7           | >13.7           | 10.5            | >13.7           |
| 30mm     | 9.0             | 12.0            | >15.4           | >15.1           | 15.2            | 11.0            | >15.4           |
| 20mm     | 10.0            | 11.8            | 17.6            | 18.4            | 18.4            | 13.0            | >18.7           |
Fig. 3.2. Field emission current vs bias voltage and field strength for different cathode/anode gaps for (a) bare aluminum, (b) TiN-coated aluminum, and (c) titanium alloy electrodes. Labels with “B” represent electrodes that are tested in the baked chamber TSI.
3.3.1. HV characterization results of bare aluminum electrodes

Two uncoated aluminum electrodes were evaluated at high voltage, before and after helium gas conditioning. Because aluminum is so soft, helium was chosen over a heavy gas species like krypton, which can actually create field emission sites due to a comparatively enhanced sputtering rate. In contrast, the benefits of helium gas conditioning stem largely from implantation, rather than sputtering. Based on previous work, helium gas conditioning was shown to be more effective at suppressing field emission when the test sample was biased at lower voltages and for smaller cathode/anode gaps—conditions that ensure ions are implanted at shallow depths, thereby serving to most effectively increase the work function of the surface. After helium gas conditioning, electrodes were recharacterized under the best vacuum conditions. A representative collection of results is shown in Fig. 3.2(a), for one bare-aluminum test electrode, corresponding to sample A1 in Table 3.2.

Before helium gas conditioning, bare aluminum electrode A1 exhibited 100 pA of field emission at voltages between −64 and −36 kV, for cathode/anode gaps between 50 and 20mm, corresponding to field strengths of 3.0 and 3.6 MV/m. Bare aluminum electrode sample A2 performed better, with 100 pA of field emission observed at voltages between −90 and −65 kV and field strengths 5 and 5.4 MV/m, for the same range of cathode/anode gaps. The high voltage performance of both electrodes improved significantly upon helium gas conditioning, with 100 pA of field emission observed at voltages between −158 and −121 kV and field strengths between 8.5 and 12.0 MV/m. However, it must be noted that for both bare aluminum electrodes, improved performance could be short lived. Gas conditioning could once again be implemented to minimize field emission, but the back and forth process between poor and improved
performance would repeat, sometimes because voltage was pushed too high but also sometimes without warning, with high levels of field emission observed at a voltage that earlier provided zero field emission current.

3.3.2. HV characterization results of TiN coated aluminum electrodes

The three TiN-coated aluminum electrodes, polished with 1200 and 800 grit silicon carbide paper, exhibited dissimilar high voltage performance prior to helium gas conditioning; however, they behaved similarly afterwards. Only the post-gas conditioning results are shown in Fig. 3.2(b), which shows the performance of two TiN-coated electrodes. The results for the third TiN-coated aluminum electrode were similar, but they were omitted from the graph to provide clarity. Field emission current did not reach 100 pA even at the maximum voltage of $-225$ kV for cathode/anode gaps 30mm and larger. This clearly represents a significant improvement over the uncoated-aluminum electrode performance. For cathode/anode gaps in the range of 30–20 mm, 100 pA of field emission was observed at voltages between $-222$ and $-212$ kV, corresponding to field strength between 15.1 and 18.4 MV/m.

TiN-coated aluminum electrode sample TN2 was studied further in the baked high voltage test stand, TS1, which could accommodate cathode/anode gaps smaller than 20 mm, and hence subjecting the electrode to higher field strength. These data are plotted in Fig. 3.2(b), with suffix designation “B” for baked. No measurable field emission current was observed (<10 pA) at the maximum voltage of $-225$ kV for gap settings 20 mm and larger. The electrode produced less than 15 pA of field emission current at $-175$ kV for a 10 mm cathode/anode gap, which corresponds to field strength of 22.5 MV/m. This level of performance was achieved without gas
conditioning. At higher voltage, breakdown was observed, i.e., field emission current suddenly went from small to large, and the field emitter(s) could not be processed-out via gas conditioning. Upon inspection, the electrode possessed a noticeable visual defect. Breakdown occurred at a voltage consistent with the predictions of P. Slade, as shown in Ref. 107.

Of the three TiN-coated aluminum electrodes, sample TN2 performed the best, reaching the highest voltages and field strengths while exhibiting the smallest levels of field emission. But as Table 3.2 suggests, the other TiN-coated aluminum electrode samples performed similarly. The other samples (TN1 and TN3) were pushed to higher voltages and field strengths similar to sample TN2 to evaluate coating limitations. Although neither of the other two samples suffered breakdown, they both suffered reduced performance that could not be recovered with further gas conditioning, at least not as it was implemented. At this point, field emission was observed from TiN-coated electrode samples TN1 and TN3 at voltages and field strengths approximately 50% of values as indicated in Fig. 3.2(b) and Table 3.2. Upon inspection, no obvious defects were visible to the naked eye, or using a microscope.

3.3.3. HV characteristics results of diamond paste polished Ti-alloy electrodes

Two Ti-alloy electrodes were painstakingly polished to a mirror like surface finish using diamond grit and characterized at high voltage [Fig. 3.2(c)]. As often happens when evaluating nominally identical electrodes, dissimilar performance was observed for the two Ti-alloy electrodes, but in this case, dissimilar performance was maintained even after gas conditioning. Before gas conditioning, Ti-alloy electrode sample TA1 generated 100 pA of field emission at voltages between −192 and −153 kV for cathode/anode gaps between 50 and 20 mm,
corresponding to field strengths of 10.9 and 13.0 MV/m. This performance is comparable to that of traditional diamond-paste polished stainless steel [92]. Ti-alloy electrode sample TA1 was subjected to helium gas conditioning, which actually resulted in degraded performance. The post-helium gas conditioning data are not included in Fig. 3.2(c).

In sharp contrast, Ti-alloy electrode sample TA2 performed far superior to sample TA1, exhibiting less than 20 pA of field emission at the maximum voltage —225 kV for cathode/anode gaps between 20 and 50 mm. This electrode was studied at higher field strengths using smaller gaps of 17, 14, and 11 mm, where 100 pA of field emission was observed at voltages between —200 and —153 kV, corresponding to field strengths of 18.4 and 21.2 MV/m.

3.4. SURFACE EVALUATION

3.4.1. Topography and chemical composition

Surface characterization of the electrodes was performed using a Joel 6060LV SEM with 3 nm resolution. Surface images for an aluminum electrode polished with 1200 grit silicon carbide paper are shown in Fig. 3.3. Tooling marks could be seen on the polished, uncoated bare aluminum electrode surface [Fig. 3.3(a)], which exhibited numerous defects including pits and protrusions. No evidence of residual silicon carbide particulate contamination was observed. It is reasonable to assume tooling marks and defects represent potential field emission sites. Gas conditioning of the bare aluminum electrode introduced additional defects, like the one displayed in Fig. 3.3(b). Thus, although helium gas conditioning served to reduce overall field emission
from both of the bare aluminum electrodes that were studied, ion bombardment and surface sputtering lead to significant transformation of surface topography.

The TiN coating served to smooth the bare aluminum electrode surface, concealing defects like the one barely visible in the center of the photo in Fig. 3.3(c). No change in TiN coating surface morphology was observed, before and after gas conditioning. The image in Fig. 3.3(d) depicts a damaged TiN coating that resulted when TiN-coated aluminum electrode sample TN2 was exposed to very high field strength, incurring breakdown.
The surface morphology and film thickness was characterized using a 2D surface profilometer and an AFM on small coupons representing prior and post-coated electrode surfaces. The RMS surface roughness was 20 and 16 nm, for the 800 and 1200 grid polished bare aluminum samples, as measured using the profilometer with a 2 mm line scan. The surface roughness decreased from 16 to 13 nm after application of the TiN coating (for the 1200 grit polished coupon). Two and three dimensional AFM images of the surface morphology of the TiN coating on the 1200 grit polished coupon are presented in Fig. 3.4. From a scan area of $1 \mu m \times 1 \mu m$, the average values of the RMS roughness and grain height were measured as 7 and 20 nm, respectively. These independent measurements of the roughness (using profilometer and AFM) are reasonably consistent and indicate a very smooth TiN coating, smoother than metal surfaces that are polished with diamond paste, or chemically etched [92]. The film thickness of the TiN coating on a 1200 grit polished Al electrode was also measured as $\sim 2.5 \mu m$ using step-height profilometry.

![Fig. 3.4](image)

**Fig. 3.4.** Surface morphology of the TiN coated 1200 grit polished Al6061 coupon revealed by AFM with (a) 3D and (b) 2D displays. RMS roughness and average grain height were measured as 7 and 20 nm, respectively, for the scan area of $1 \mu m \times 1 \mu m$. 
3.4.2. Hardness measurement

Nanomechanical properties of aluminum test coupons were evaluated before and after the TiN coating. Nanoindentation experiments were performed using an XP nanoindenter from Agilent in conjunction with the CSM in depth control mode to measure the hardness of the TiN thin films. Using the CSM technique, the hardness was continuously measured as a function of penetration depth into the surface by superimposing a small harmonic force oscillation (usually resulting in a harmonic displacement oscillation of 2 nm or less) on the tip during the loading cycle. This allowed the stiffness of contact, and subsequently the mechanical properties of the sample to be constantly evaluated by analyzing the harmonic force and harmonic displacement data, as detailed elsewhere [108,109]. A total of 15 indents with maximum indentation depth of 1 µm were performed on each sample. The allowable drift rate and the strain rate for loading were specified as 0.05 nm/s and 0.05 s⁻¹, respectively.

The results are indicated in Fig. 3.5, where the hardness and modulus are plotted versus contact depth. The TiN coating hardness and modulus were 18 and 270 GPa, respectively, at 50 nm depth of indentation. In comparison, the hardness and modulus of bare aluminum were 2 and 70 GPa, respectively. Clearly, the TiN coating served to harden the surface. Hua and Li [110] concluded that the mechanical properties such as the yield strength, modulus, and hardness strongly affect the work function to the sixth power. Based on the dependence of the elastic modulus on the electron work function and the Peierls–Nabarro model, they also correlated the yield strength and hardness of metals with the electron work function and concluded that the established intrinsic sixth-power correlations are consistent with reported experimental measurements [110]. In general, electrodes with higher work function are
anticipated to demonstrate higher high voltage standoff; therefore, TiN-coated aluminum electrodes with superb hardness and elastic modulus likely lead to enhanced electron work function.

To qualitatively assess the adhesion of the TiN coating to the bare aluminum, SEM microscopy scans were conducted on the residual impressions left by the indenter for different depths of indentation (Fig. 3.6). The images of 500 nm to 3 μm deep Berkovich indents on the
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**Fig. 3.5.** (a) Hardness and (b) modulus as a function of contact depth of indentation for uncoated and TiN coated Al6061. The error bars represent three standard errors.
Fig. 3.6. SEM images of the residual impressions of (a) 500 nm and (b) 3 \( \mu m \) Berkovich indents on the TiN coated 1200 grit polished Al6061 coupon. The occurrence of cracks for the larger indent was observed as pop-in events during indentation.

TiN coated 1200 grit polished aluminum sample indicate no signs of delamination or peeling of the film from the substrate. However, nonradial fracture mode was observed for the larger indents [Fig. 3.6(b)]. For a hard-on-soft film system like TiN on Al6061, the film experienced successive fracture events at indentation depths larger than 500 nm, which was observed as pop-in events during the loading cycle of indentation test, as depicted in Fig. 3.7.
3.7. Load vs displacement into surface for 2 µm indents on uncoated and TiN coated Al6061 coupons with 1200 grit surface finish. Pop-in events observed for indenter penetration depth of >450 nm indicate fracture incidences.

3.5. SUMMARY

We have shown that aluminum electrodes, coated with TiN, can be used inside DC high voltage electron guns. The aluminum electrodes required less time and money to prepare, compared to electrodes manufactured from harder materials. The application of the hard TiN coating serves to protect the soft aluminum electrode from scratching and produces a surface finish superior to a diamond-paste polished surface. Also when biased at high voltage and exposed to high field strength, the TiN-coated aluminum electrodes exhibited comparatively low levels of field emission. All three TiN-coated aluminum electrodes reached $-225$ kV without field emission at 50 mm cathode/anode gaps, corresponding to field strength of $\sim 13.0$ MV/m. The best performing TiN-coated aluminum electrode produced 100 pA of field emission at field strength of 22.5 MV/m. We attribute the superb performance of the coated electrodes to the hard and
uniform TiN coating, with a high work function, and the ability of the TiN coating to limit the undesirable effects of the underlying impurities and defects of the aluminum surface.

The surface finish of TiN-coated aluminum coupons, polished with 800 and 1200 grit silicon carbide paper was ~7 nm. This is smoother than electrode surfaces created using conventional polishing techniques at Jefferson Lab. The mechanical properties of the TiN electrode, hardness and modulus, were far superior to bare aluminum, and to stainless steel, niobium, and titanium-alloy, based on the literature. The hardness and modulus were measured as 18 and 270 GPa, respectively. SEM microscopy scans of the residual impressions indicated no signs of delamination or peeling of the film from the substrate.

Aluminum electrodes, coated with TiN, could simplify the task of implementing photocathode cooling, which is required for future high current electron beam applications. For example, two designs for a future electron-ion collider [15,16] require electron guns that provide ~100 mA average current to implement electron cooling of proton beams. The other accelerator applications, like the search for the proton electric dipole moment, could benefit from TiN-coated aluminum electrodes. One experiment [111,112] hopes to search for a proton EDM using spin-polarized and counter-propagating proton beams traveling inside an all-electric storage ring composed of hundreds of capacitor plates with a cumulative electrode path length of over 1 km. Capacitor plates, made of aluminum and coated with TiN, could satisfy the electrostatic requirements of the storage ring, while costing considerably less than plates made of stainless steel. We speculate that the added cost of the TiN coating would be smaller than the cost savings associated with purchasing less expensive aluminum and significantly reduced labor charges for polishing.
3.6. CONCLUSION

Successful operation of a DC high voltage photogun at high bias voltage requires that field emission be eliminated from the cathode electrode. A hard TiN coating with better work function was applied on inexpensive aluminum electrodes to prevent field emission under very high voltage. The TiN coated aluminum electrode demonstrated no field emission at 175 kV with ~22.5 MV/m at 10 mm cathode/anode gap. This performance is satisfactory to meet the field emission suppression requirement in a very high voltage accelerating ultra-bright electron source. The TiN film resulted in a surface finish of the electrodes superior to the diamond paste polished surface and demonstrated superior mechanical properties to the traditional electrode materials. These features contributed to the improved high voltage performance of the TiN coated aluminum electrodes and performed better than our benchmark traditional electrodes made of Ti-alloy.
CHAPTER 4
EFFECTS OF ANTIMONY THICKNESS ON THE PERFORMANCE OF BIALKALI-ANTIMONIDE PHOTOCATHODES

4.1. INTRODUCTION

Among semiconducting photocathodes, the alkali-antimonides have attractive characteristics [34,36,37,113], namely, high quantum efficiency (QE) and robust operation under relatively modest vacuum conditions, which makes them ideal for high current photogun [41,42,114,115] applications. The first successful demonstration of CsK:Sb photocathodes in a normal conducting radio frequency gun was reported in the 1990s by Dowell et al., which demonstrated QE of ~12% and then-record-level current production [36]. New light source initiatives [116-118], proposed nuclear physics experiments such as DarkLight [38], and electron cooling of proton beams for electron ion collider proposals [39,119] depend on high average current energy recovery linacs. These projects have generated renewed interest in alkali-antimonide photocathodes, which represent an excellent alternative to delicate negative electron affinity GaAs:Cs photocathodes [14,120], providing similarly high QE but exhibiting less sensitivity to ion back bombardment and surviving under markedly harsher vacuum conditions [36]. Since alkali-antimonide photocathodes possess a positive-electron affinity, they are considered to be prompt emitters and therefore capable of producing shorter bunches, making them more attractive than the GaAs:Cs photocathodes for applications in high-brightness x-ray free electron lasers and fourth generation

---

light sources [37, 41, 121].

Photocathode performance relies on growth conditions defined by photocathode material composition, vacuum condition, and deposition process. The main objective of this individual study is to identify optimum growth conditions for producing photocathodes that exhibit high QE and prolonged photocathode lifetime. Photoguns typically employ front face illumination of the photocathode surface (not transmission mode), in which case, the thickness of the photocathode is not a limiting factor, at least not in terms of how the light is delivered. However, common recipes for alkali-antimonide fabrication rely on sequential deposition of K and Cs onto a relatively thin Sb layer (~15 nm) [122] similar to recipes used for photomultipliers tubes [123] where the Sb layer must transmit light. During photocathode fabrication, the chamber overall vacuum level and presence of water are known to affect the growth and morphology of Sb films [124-127]. To study the effect of these properties on the photocathode QE and lifetime, bialkali-antimonide photocathodes were successfully fabricated using an effusion source [10, 128] by codeposition of Cs and K alkali species onto Sb layers of varying thickness. The Sb layer was grown simultaneously on GaAs and Ta substrates in a vacuum chamber following two distinct protocols: (1) photocathodes were prepared and evaluated in a vacuum chamber that was baked at 200 °C for 30 h each time the chamber was vented for loading new substrates (vent-bake protocol), and (2) photocathodes were prepared and evaluated in the same initially baked vacuum chamber, but the chamber was not baked again after venting with clean dry nitrogen when new substrates where installed (vent-no-bake protocol). Under these markedly different vacuum conditions, comparable QE values were obtained even though the Sb films exhibited very different growth characteristics. The highest measured QE values were ~10% at 532 nm. In
contrast, the QE 1/e lifetime at low bias voltage showed a stronger dependence on the Sb layer thickness. In addition, this work demonstrates the practical advantages of using a relatively simple effusion source for codeposition of multiple alkali species, which appears to yield an optimized stoichiometry in a straightforward manner, comparable to sequential deposition of individual alkali species. The present work provides a more detailed description of the experimental techniques previously reported by the authors [45] and adds surface science evaluation of Sb-film surface morphology, thickness, and structure by means of field emission scanning electron microscopy, x-ray diffraction, and atomic force microscopy.

4.2. EXPERIMENTAL

This study was conducted in two phases: first, the Sb-film growth was characterized as a function of film thickness, and second, the Sb deposition processes of the first phase were repeated and followed by a codeposition of K and Cs to fabricate bialkali-antimonide photocathodes. Two groups of photocathodes were fabricated and evaluated for their QE and lifetime performance. Photocathodes within each group were distinct, having different Sb layer thickness, and with different surface morphology that resulted from the vent-bake and the vent-no-bake vacuum protocols. A detailed description of the complete apparatus and experimental techniques is presented below.

4.2.1. Deposition chamber

A dedicated vapor deposition chamber was designed, built, and commissioned for this study (Fig. 4.1). The bialkali-antimonide photocathodes were grown and evaluated at a low bias voltage
FIG. 4.1. (a) Photograph of the bialkali-antimonide photocathode deposition chamber with effusion-type alkali dispenser (shown in the inset), (b) schematic of the substrate holder assembly with substrate heater, (c) photograph of the laser system with the mirrors attached to the stepper-motor-controlled translation stages, (d) photograph of the GaAs substrate secured to the sample holder using an annular Ta cup, and (e) schematic of the effusion-type alkali dispenser used for coevaporation of K and Cs species (with permission from Lawrence S. Cardman).
of 284 V inside the vacuum chamber capable of operating in the UHV regime. The vacuum chamber, 20.3 cm in diameter and 38.1 cm long, was made from 304L stainless steel sheet, 0.48 cm thick with a 0.8 \( \mu \)m root mean square (RMS) surface finish that was rolled into a cylinder and welded. After manufacturing, the chamber was cleaned with a detergent [75] and solvents prior to assembly. The chamber included ports to accommodate pumps, a residual gas analyzer (RGA), source materials, the substrate holder with accompanying heater [Fig. 4.1(b)], a shutter to control chemical deposition onto the substrate, and view ports for sample illumination.

The vacuum was maintained using nonevaporable getter (NEG) pumps (two GP100 MK5 flange-mounted pumps and two WP950 NEG modules from SAES® Getters, with a total hydrogen pumping speed of 2780 l s\(^{-1}\)) and an ion pump (45 S Titan ion\(^{TM}\) pump from Gamma vacuum, with a nitrogen pumping speed of \( \sim 40 \) l s\(^{-1}\)). A turbomolecular pump was used to achieve a vacuum level suitable to energize the ion pump, and then valved out. The vacuum was continuously monitored using the ion pump current. The deposition chamber was equipped with an RGA mass spectrometer (SRS model RGA200) to continuously monitor the vacuum gas composition and it also served as a deposition monitor for the photocathode chemical species [45].

A single-side polished, p-doped, single-crystal GaAs (100) wafer of 0.5 mm thickness and 75 mm diameter was procured from AXT Company to use as substrate material. The Zn dopant concentration was in the range of \(9.1(\pm0.6) \times 10^{18} \) cm\(^{-3}\). The wafer was cleaved into square-shaped pieces, 1.5 cm \(\times\) 1.5 cm, which could be attached to a 2 mm thick molybdenum disk brazed to the end of a long stainless steel tube that served as part of the vacuum enclosure. A heater with K-type thermocouple was inserted into the tubular substrate holder and pressed firmly against
the back surface of the molybdenum disk (i.e., atmosphere side) via an applied spring force [Fig. 4.1(b)]. Calibration measurements indicated that the actual substrate temperature in vacuum was 80.8% that of the thermocouple reading. The GaAs substrate was secured to the sample holder using an unpolished annular Ta cup of 2.54 cm outer diameter (OD) that also served as a second substrate for the photocathode deposition [Fig. 4.1(d)]. A heater controller with feedback mechanism was used to control the substrate temperature. After heating, clean dry N\textsubscript{2} could be applied to the substrate holder (atmospheric side) to increase the substrate cooling rate. The substrate could be moved relative to the chemical sources via a bellows assembly with motorized drive screw. During chemical deposition, the substrate was maintained approximately 5 cm from the chemical sources.

The constituent sources consisted of high-purity (99.9999%) Sb pellets from Alfa Aesar [129], and K (99.95% purity) and Cs (99.9+% purity) in 1 g breakseal ampoules from ESPI metals and Strem Chemicals, Inc., respectively. During deposition, the Sb pellets were resistively heated in a tungsten evaporation basket; whereas both alkali species were dispensed from a single effusion type reservoir [Fig. 4.1(e)]. The chamber was equipped with viewports made of Kodial Glass (alkali borosilicate 7056).

4.2.2. Vacuum protocols

During the course of this work, many Sb films and bialkali-antimonide photocathodes were fabricated. Initially, the entire apparatus was baked each time a substrate was replaced. Then, in the course of these studies, a small vacuum leak appeared in the deposition chamber. The leak was fixed but not before observing the fabrication of photocathodes with high QE under
degraded vacuum conditions, with pressure roughly ten times higher than pre-leak conditions. This observation spurred the evaluation of Sb films and photocathodes under two different vacuum conditions designated as vent-bake and vent-no-bake protocols.

4.2.2.1. Vent-bake protocol

The evacuated chamber was baked for the first time at 200 °C for 180 h and leak checked with helium using the RGA (detectable leak threshold of $6.7 \times 10^{-9}$ Pa l s$^{-1}$). At this point, the vacuum reached $\sim6 \times 10^{-9}$ Pa; however, the vacuum degraded by approximately 1 order of magnitude following the breaking of alkali ampoules and heating of chemical sources. Each time a new substrate was installed, the apparatus was vented with clean dry N$_2$ from a large liquid nitrogen dewar and rebaked at 200 °C for 30 h. This vent-bake protocol consistently resulted in vacuum in the range of $\sim10^{-7} - 10^{-8}$ Pa, with H$_2$ the dominant gas species, and lower levels of CH$_4$, CO, and CO$_2$. The partial pressure of water vapor was always less than 1% of the total pressure.

4.2.2.2. Vent-no-bake protocol

After repairing the small vacuum leak, Sb films and bialkali-antimonide photocathodes were fabricated without baking. Precautions were taken to minimize the amount of water vapor introduced to the system when venting including breaking only one flange joint at a time, and purging with a vigorous flow of clean dry N$_2$. While pumping the chamber with the turbomolecular pump, current was applied to the NEG pumps to degas them and restore pump speed. It was evident from the RGA spectrum that venting without further baking resulted in degraded vacuum, with pressure values now in the range of $\sim10^{-6} - 10^{-7}$ Pa. The water vapor content increased by $\sim1$ order of magnitude compared to the vent-bake protocol, although still
representing near 1% of the total pressure. Moreover, water partial pressure reduced following each photocathode activation, which was likely a result of excess alkali deposited on the vacuum chamber walls serving as a getter.

For both vacuum protocols, the pressure within the chamber increased when the chemical sources were heated to operating temperatures. For the vent-bake condition, the chamber pressure during the bialkali deposition typically reached $>5 \times 10^{-6}$ Pa but quickly improved to $\sim 10^{-7} - 10^{-8}$ Pa once the deposition ended. And for the vent-no-bake condition, the chamber pressure during the bialkali deposition typically reached $>1 \times 10^{-5}$ Pa but quickly improved to $\sim 10^{-6} - 10^{-7}$ Pa once the deposition ended.

4.2.3. Antimony deposition and surface characterization

In preparation for Sb deposition, the substrate was moved away from the chemical sources and heat cleaned at 550 °C for 2 h. A shutter mechanism, placed a few centimeters in front of the substrate, prevented contamination of the chemical sources and of the viewport used for transmitting light to the photocathode. At the end of heat cleaning and immediately prior to Sb deposition, the substrate was rapidly cooled to 200 °C and kept behind the shutter while resistive heating of the Sb crucible was initiated. Antimony was evaporated from an aluminum oxide crucible that was resistively heated by applying current to a tungsten wire basket that supported the crucible, from a regulated DC power supply (Electronic Measurements, Inc., TCR 40S45–1D-OV DC power supply 0–40 V, 0–45A, 1800W). The crucible with tungsten evaporation basket was initially loaded with approximately 1 g of high-purity (99.9999%) Sb pellets. The Sb partial pressure detected by the RGA was constantly monitored. The current applied to the tungsten
heater was varied to obtain the desired partial pressure of Sb at which point the shutter was retracted and the substrate was lowered from the parking position to a working distance of 5 cm from the source. To obtain a variety of Sb film thicknesses, the current applied to the Sb heater basket was varied from 31.2 to 33.7 A and the deposition time was varied from 30 to 120 min. Under these conditions, the partial pressure of the Sb vapor varied from $7.3(\pm 0.6) \times 10^{-9}$ to $1.3(\pm 0.3) \times 10^{-8}$ Pa. After Sb deposition, the electrical current applied to the tungsten crucible heater was terminated and the Sb source was retracted to a parking position behind a fixed shutter. At this point, the temperature of the substrate was decreased to 120 °C for alkali deposition, or to room temperature for Sb film characterization.

The Sb film thickness values were determined by repeatedly growing Sb films on the GaAs and Ta substrates inside the deposition chamber. After growing a Sb film, the substrates were removed from the chamber and evaluated using the surface science tools listed below, to determine grain structure, morphology, surface roughness, and porosity as a function of Sb thickness. All of these characteristics represent important metrics that could help improve our understanding of the role of the Sb layer on photocathode performance. For Sb film characterization, no alkali species were evaporated onto the substrates.

The film thickness and surface topography were investigated using a cold emission type high resolution Hitachi S-4700 field emission scanning electron microscope (FESEM), and a JEOL JSM-6060 LV scanning electron microscope (SEM). The SEM was operated at an accelerating voltage of 30 kV with a working distance of 10mm, while the FESEM was operated at an accelerating voltage of 15 kV with a working distance of ~12 mm, resulting in a spatial resolution of up to 1.5 nm. The cross-section FESEM imaging was performed for film thickness evaluation. A Bruker-
AXS (Bruker AXS, Inc., Madison, WI) three circle diffractometer equipped with a SMART Apex II CCD detector and graphite monochromated Cu-Kα a radiation source was used for x-ray diffraction (XRD) measurements, to study film structure. The films were identified in the symmetric $\theta/2\theta$ geometry, ranging from $2\theta = 20^\circ$ to $70^\circ$. The surface roughness of the films was examined in tapping mode using a Digital Instruments Dimension 3100 atomic force microscope (AFM) from Veeco.

### 4.2.4. Effusion source for alkali codeposition

As mentioned previously, many traditional procedures for alkali-antimonide photocathode fabrication employ sequential deposition of K and Cs on a ~15 nm Sb film. However, for photocathodes with a thicker Sb layer, we suggest that codeposition of alkali species provides a more optimized stoichiometry. Our photocathodes [45] were fabricated by codeposition of both alkali species using the effusion source depicted in Fig. 4.1(e). The so-called effusion source was a common device used on dc high voltage photoguns from the 1970s through the 1990s, to fabricate CsO-GaAs photocathodes that possess a negative electron affinity [130]. The effusion source was eventually replaced by the now widely used Cs$_2$CrO$_4$ based alkali source [131] for GaAs photocathode applications, in large part because they are easier to use. However, for alkali-antimonide photocathode fabrication, the effusion source offers advantages over other alkali sources. Namely, it is a comparatively high capacity source that readily supports codeposition of multiple alkali species. It is also relatively compact, with a small control valve that can be closed to preserve the alkali supply when the rest of the vacuum system is vented. Or conversely, the
control valve can be closed to allow alkali replacement without venting the rest of the deposition chamber.

For charging the effusion dispenser with alkali species, 1 g breakseal ampoules of K (1 cm OD) and Cs (0.6 cm OD) under argon atmosphere were inserted into the 1.27 cm OD (1.12 cm inner diameter) copper pinch-off tube (CPT-133–050 from Huntington Mechanics Lab) with a 1.33 in. mini-Conflat flange on one side that was attached to the control valve of the effusion dispenser. The copper tube thus served as the alkali reservoir of the effusion dispenser. The open end of the copper tube was pinched-off, to make a vacuum tight seal and heated to desorb water while evacuated through the valve. The glass ampoules were then broken by slightly pinching the outside of the copper tube, cracking the glass ampoules, thus liberating the argon gas that was pumped away. This alkali charging of effusion dispenser was done during the chamber assembly phase and provided enough source chemicals for all the activations performed for this study, and many others not included in this summary. To evaporate alkali metals during photocathode fabrication, hot air was passed through the heating tube that represents a central design feature of the effusion source, with the control valve open. The alkali temperature was kept constant by electrical feedback applied to the hot air source. To terminate the flow of alkali, one simply closed the control valve and retracted the effusion source behind a fixed shield that blocked the line of sight to the substrate.

4.2.5. Photocathode preparation

Photocathodes were fabricated using a two-step deposition scheme: Sb was first deposited onto substrates maintained at 200 °C, followed by codeposition of alkali species with the substrate
at 120 °C and falling to 80 °C during the course of photocathode fabrication. Reducing the temperature of the substrate during alkali deposition helped to optimize QE, by providing more control over the photocurrent rate of rise. Alkali deposition was terminated when the photoemission current reached a maximum. When not in use, the effusion source was retracted beneath the shutter with control valve closed. After photocathode fabrication, the substrate was cooled to room temperature passively or more quickly using a nitrogen purge. It is possible to prepare photocathodes on substrates maintained at room temperature; however, evaporation on a heated substrate enhances diffusion of the alkali materials into the bulk material [132], which becomes critical for thick alkali-antimonide photocathode formation.

Details of Sb evaporation were described in Sec. 4.2.3. Immediately prior to alkali deposition, the substrate temperature was brought to 120 °C, and the substrate was placed in the parking position behind the shutter. At this point, the preheated effusion source was moved to the center of the chamber and the control valve was then slightly opened. Evaporation of combined alkali species was controlled by adjusting the heater power and the hot air flow rate applied to the effusion source, and by regulating the control valve. Fine-tuning the temperature distribution of different parts of the effusion source was achieved through judicious application of thermal insulation. Additional heat could be applied to the reservoir tube using an independently controlled heat tape to increase the alkali flux when required. The partial pressure of the alkali vapors was constantly monitored by the RGA. When the desired partial pressure of alkali was achieved, the substrate shutter was retracted, and the substrate was lowered from the parking position to the deposition plane at a distance of 5 cm from the source plane. The different parts of the effusion source were maintained at stable temperatures during alkali evaporation. To
adjust the alkali deposition rate for different photocathodes, these temperatures were varied over the following ranges: the hot air inlet tube (381–462 °C), the dispensing tube (232–294 °C), and the reservoir tube (153–281 °C). The partial pressure of the alkali vapors was recorded during deposition. As an example, for 387 °C at the inlet tube, 259 °C at the dispensing tube, and 184 °C at the reservoir, the partial pressure for Cs and K was recorded as $1.8(\pm0.10) \times 10^{-8}$ and $4.2(\pm0.50) \times 10^{-9}$ Pa, respectively.

### 4.2.6. Photoemission characterization

During application of alkali species, the electrically grounded substrate and Sb film were illuminated with 4 mW of green light (532 nm) from a temperature stabilized laser with 284 V applied to a nearby anode ring. The anode ring was electrically isolated from ground and attached to a sensitive current meter (Keithley electrometer model 617) to detect the photocurrent. The laser power was never attenuated, and no attempt was made to limit the extracted photocurrent, which for the best photocathodes could reach 200 µA. Following fabrication, the photocathode performance was assessed by measuring QE and QE 1/e lifetime at 532 nm. The QE represents a fraction of the incoming photons that produce photoemitted electrons and can be calculated using the equation [133]

$$\text{QE}(\%) = \frac{Ihc}{\lambda eP} \times 100\% = \frac{124I}{\lambda P},$$  \hspace{1cm} (4.1)

where $P$ (mW) is laser power, $I$ (µA) is the measured photocurrent, $\lambda$ is the laser wavelength (nm), $h$ is Planck’s constant ($6.626 \times 10^{-34}$ J s), $e$ is the electron charge ($1.6 \times 10^{-19}$ C), and $c$ is the velocity of light ($2.998 \times 10^8$ m s$^{-1}$).
In order to map the QE across the photocathode surface, the laser beam could be moved across the substrate using mirrors attached to the stepper-motor-controlled translation stages [Fig. 4.1(c)]. The QE measurements were repeated at different time intervals to evaluate photocathode QE lifetime, a metric describing the length of time required to observe QE decay to 1/e of its initial value. The QE lifetime was determined using a least square fit to the QE decay trend. To map the photocathode spectral response over a broad wavelength range from 425 to 825 nm, the simple low power 532 nm laser was replaced with a wavelength tunable white-light supercontinuum laser [134]. During this measurement, a calibrated Si photodiode power meter was used to measure the incident laser power at each wavelength.

4.3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

4.3.1. Effects of vacuum practice on Sb growth

Surface science evaluation of the Sb layers deposited on Ta and GaAs substrates, using different vacuum protocols and deposition conditions, provided morphological and structural information as a function of Sb thickness. FESEM, XRD, and AFM results discussed in this section represent important metrics to improve our understanding of the role of Sb layers on photocathode performance.

4.3.1.1. FESEM results

Variations in deposition time, deposition rate (set by the current applied to the Sb crucible heater, and monitored via the Sb partial pressure with the RGA), and vacuum protocols had a significant impact on Sb-film growth on GaAs and Ta substrates. Figure 4.2 shows FESEM-
generated images of surface topography and cross-section views of Sb layers on Ta and GaAs substrates for two different Sb deposition time intervals and partial pressures \([100 \text{ and } 120 \text{ min, } 7.33(\pm 0.6) \times 10^{-9} \text{ and } 1.33(\pm 0.3) \times 10^{-8} \text{ Pa, respectively}]\) for two different vacuum protocols (vent-bake and vent-no-bake). The right-most column of Fig. 4.2 shows Sb-film cross-sectional views obtained by cleaving the GaAs wafer substrate using a diamond-tipped scribe. It was not possible to cleave the Ta substrate to obtain such cross-sectional views. The Sb grain size and film thickness increased dramatically with increasing the deposition time and deposition rate. The Sb film thickness, defined as the distance from the substrate to the outermost edge of the Sb grains, was measured in the range of 50 nm to \(~6.7 \mu\text{m}\) from the GaAs substrates. In general, grain size and porosity of the Sb films increased significantly with increasing film thickness.

It is evident from Fig. 4.2(a) that Sb growth occurred more favorably on the Ta substrate for the vent-bake protocol at a reduced deposition rate. Under these conditions, granular Sb structure was observed on the Ta substrate whereas Sb grain nucleation was prevalent for the GaAs substrate. As the deposition rate and duration was increased, both substrates depicted granular and porous Sb film structure with similar large grains [Fig. 4.2(b)]. In contrast, for the vent-no-bake protocol, the overall growth of Sb was favored equally on both substrates irrespective of the Sb deposition rate [Figs. 4.2(c) and 4.2(d)]. Moreover, a noticeable increase in grain size and Sb thickness was also observed compared to the vent-bake protocol, which resulted in an enhancement of the grain size and the thickness by factors of \(~2\) and \(7\), respectively. Once an initial monolayer of Sb is formed, a subsequent Sb growth can be expected to take place at a similar rate. The grain size and the variations in Sb film thickness on GaAs and Ta substrates became minimized once the Sb film grew thicker.
Fig. 4.2. FESEM images illustrating topography and cross-sectional views of Sb films grown on Ta and GaAs substrates for 100 and 120 min deposition times, with 32.7(±0.2) and 33.7(±0.2) A current, respectively, applied to the Sb crucible heater, under two different vacuum protocols: [(a) and (b)] vent-bake and [(c) and (d)] vent-no bake. For vent-bake vacuum protocol, the normal operating pressure was \( \sim 10^{-7} \) Pa. For vent-no bake vacuum protocol, the pressure was \( \sim 10^{-6} \) Pa.
4.3.1.2. XRD results

X-ray diffraction is a common technique used to study the crystal structure of materials. The crystal structure and the average crystallite size of the Sb films were studied using x-ray powder diffraction. Figure 4.3 shows the XRD patterns of the Sb thin films deposited on GaAs(1 0 0) substrates for 2θ range of 20°–70°. The Sb films exhibited an amorphous structure when very thin, and developed into trigonal [135] and hexagonal [136] polycrystalline phases as they grew thicker. The hexagonal phases are identified in crystallographic planes (1 0 0) and (2 0 0). Similar to the observations reported by Liang et al. [137], the diffraction peaks for the Sb films appeared to change as the film thickness and evaporation rate changed. With the emergence of increasing number of nucleation sites as the film thickness increased, the Sb film transitioned from amorphous to crystalline structure. During this transition, the dominant crystallographic plane changed from (2 0 0) to (1 1 6) as indicated by the Sb films with thickness 0.06 and 0.12 µm. A similar change was observed from the thickest Sb film (6.7 µm) where Sb deposition was performed at a higher Sb evaporation rate (by a factor of ~1.9). This was indicated by the emergence of (1 0 4) as the dominant crystallographic plane. The dominant crystallographic planes were identified as (2 0 0), (1 1 6), (1 1 6), (1 1 6), (1 1 6), and (1 0 4) for films with thickness 0.06, 0.12, 0.3, 0.9, 0.95, and 6.7 µm, respectively. The average crystallite sizes of the Sb films were estimated from the dominant peaks using Debye-Scherrer formula [138]

\[
D = \frac{K \lambda}{\beta(2\theta) \cos \theta},
\]

where \( D \) is the mean crystallite size, \( K \) is the shape factor, \( \lambda \) is the x-ray wavelength (\( \lambda = 1.54 \) Å for Cu-Ka radiation), \( \beta(2\theta) \) is the full width at half maximum (FWHM), and \( \theta \) is the Bragg
Fig. 4.3. XRD patterns of Sb films with varying thicknesses deposited on GaAs substrate. Antimony films deposited under vent-bake protocol are labeled with asterisk (*). The FWHM of the dominant crystallographic planes was evaluated as 2484, 1617, 1749, 1677, 1794, and 565 arc sec for 0.06, 0.12, 0.3, 0.9, 0.95, and 6.7 µm Sb films, respectively. The corresponding mean crystallite sizes were evaluated as 13.57, 21.12, 19.47, 20.31, 19.01, and 53.92 nm for the determined dominant planes (2 0 0), (1 1 6), (1 1 6), (1 1 6), (1 1 6), and (1 0 4). These
values indicate that the crystallite sizes of ~13.6, 20.0, and 53.9 nm are dependent on the crystallographic planes (2 0 0), (1 1 6), and (1 0 4). In thin films, crystallite size may affect the microstructural and electrical properties [139]. The increased crystallite size often indicates a decreased level of residual stress and defect density [140] that can result in lowering film resistivity due to reduced grain boundary scattering.

4.3.1.3. AFM results

AFM images illustrated in Fig. 4.4 represent the surface morphology of the Sb films grown on Ta and GaAs substrates using the vent-no-bake protocol. The RMS roughness measured over a 10 \( \mu m \times 10 \mu m \) area of the Sb film increased from 122 to 157 nm on the Ta substrate, and from 42 to 130 nm on the GaAs substrate for the deposition rate and durations of 7.33 \( \times 10^{-9} \) to 1.33 \( \times 10^{-8} \) Pa and 100 to 120 min, respectively. Under these conditions, the size of the largest Sb grains varied similarly on both substrates, with Sb grain size increasing from 0.6 to 2.6 \( \mu m \), as measured by the AFM section analysis.

The AFM-measured roughness and maximum grain size of the Sb films grown on GaAs substrate was plotted versus FESEM-measured Sb film thickness, as shown in Fig. 4.5. The Sb grain-size enlargement exhibited a power scaling relationship with the Sb thickness and was not influenced by the evaporation rate of Sb. In contrast, the RMS roughness demonstrated a great influence by the evaporation rate of Sb in addition to the Sb film thickness. This was evidenced by the increasing trend of Sb surface roughness with the Sb thickness and grain size, which ceased when the evaporation rate of Sb was increased by a factor of ~1.9, resulting in a horizontal tail in the graph. This observation reinforces the conclusion made by Liang et al. [137] that a high
Fig. 4.4. AFM images illustrating surface morphology of Sb films grown on Ta and GaAs substrates for [(a) and (b)] 100 min with 32.7(±0.2) Å, and [(c) and (d)] 120 min with 33.7(±0.2) Å current applied to the Sb crucible heater following the vent-no bake protocol.

Fig. 4.5. RMS roughness and grain size as function of Sb thickness for Sb films deposited on GaAs substrate. Fitting parameters: a = 29.57444, b = 5.248599, c = 0.4383123, and d = 129.843 ($R^2 = 0.9976$).
deposition rate of Sb is desirable to avoid a high roughness surface. The least square fit of all-inclusive roughness data resulted in an asymptotic relationship. Assuming similar relationships for Sb films grown on Ta substrates, the grain size and roughness fits were used to estimate Sb film thickness on Ta substrates (Table 4.1), where FESEM cross-sectional views were not possible to obtain.

TABLE 4.1. List of deposition conditions and the corresponding Sb thickness in micrometer. On GaAs substrates, a direct measurement of Sb film thickness was possible via cross-section views using FESEM. For Ta substrates, the Sb film thickness was estimated using the relationship obtained among grain size, roughness, and thickness from Sb films on GaAs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Deposition time (min)</th>
<th>PP of Sb in RGA detector (Pa)</th>
<th>Sb thickness, (µm)</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Vent-bake</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>Ta</td>
<td>GaAs</td>
<td>Ta</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>7.3(±0.6) × 10⁻⁹</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.03a</td>
<td>0.045a</td>
<td>0.06a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>70</td>
<td>7.3(±0.6) × 10⁻⁹</td>
<td>0.06</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.12</td>
<td>0.18a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>100</td>
<td>7.3(±0.6) × 10⁻⁹</td>
<td>0.10</td>
<td>0.245a</td>
<td>0.30</td>
<td>0.31a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>7.0(±0.6) × 10⁻⁹</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>—</td>
<td>0.90</td>
<td>0.92a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>120</td>
<td>1.3(±0.3) × 10⁻⁸</td>
<td>0.95</td>
<td>1.15a</td>
<td>6.70</td>
<td>7.27a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*a*Estimated values

4.3.2. Quantum efficiency of photocathodes

Literature suggests that the QE of alkali-antimonide photocathodes is highly sensitive to the stoichiometry of the constituent elements [141]. During photocathode fabrication, both substrates were simultaneously exposed to the same amount of evaporated sources, but as the alkali species were deposited subsequent to the Sb deposition, any difference in the Sb layer thickness or morphology on each substrate could lead to dissimilar stoichiometry and QE distribution. Prior
to QE evaluation, photocathodes were cooled to room temperature, and the QE was allowed to stabilize for 6 to 12 h. During this time, it was presumed that excess Cs slowly desorbed from the photocathode surface due to the high vapor pressure even at room temperature. Moreover, the effect of superficial oxidation occurred during this time could significantly enhance the quantum yield of this photocathode [142]. The stabilized QE of each photocathode was then mapped across the entire photocathode surface using the low power green laser, with <1 mm diameter spot size (FWHM), rastered in steps of ~0.5 mm.

QE maps illustrating key observations are shown in Fig. 4.6. The QE maps obtained via the vent-bake protocol [Figs. 4.6(a) and 4.6(b)] indicate that QE could be optimized on one substrate or the other, but not on both simultaneously. In contrast, the QE map obtained via the vent-no-bake protocol [Fig. 4.6(c)] shows relatively uniform QE across both substrates. To facilitate the discussion, representative FESEM topography images and relevant QE maps are shown in Fig. 4.7. It is not surprising to see markedly different QE on the GaAs and Ta substrates because Sb growth was favored on the Ta substrate using the vent-bake protocol [Fig. 4.7(a)]. Although relatively high QE could be achieved on both substrates, the chemical deposition conditions for the resulting optimized QE were markedly different. In this case, the photocathode on the GaAs substrate was optimized for the QE whereas the Ta substrate exhibited no QE because the deposited alkali materials did not reach a critical level to produce optimized stoichiometry of the photocathode on the relatively thicker Sb layer. For the vent-no-bake condition, which supported the Sb film growth equally on both substrates, the QE maps were more uniform across both substrates [Fig. 4.7(b)].
Fig. 4.6. QE (%) map of the photocathodes biased at 284 V with 532 nm (3.96 mW). The photocathodes were prepared by bialkali codeposition following the vent-bake protocol on (a) a 30 min grown Sb layer and (b) a 100 min grown Sb layer; and following the vent-no bake protocol on (c) a 100 min grown Sb layer. The Z axis in the 3D plot represents QE (%).

Optimized QE values for each substrate as a function of the Sb film thickness are illustrated in Fig. 4.8, where film thickness values represent estimates based on the surface science results described above. The QE values varied from ~3% to 10% for photocathodes with Sb layer thickness from <50 nm to ~7 µm. Recent literature reports that crystallinity of the Sb film can influence the photocathode sensitivity [143] and that a variation in crystallite sizes can affect the
energy bandgap [144]. These observations can explain the trend toward higher QE for thicker Sb films; namely, thicker films resulted in increased average crystallite and grain size, which could serve to reduce the energy band gap of the photocathodes.

![FESEM topography and QE distribution](image)

**Fig. 4.7.** FESEM topography and QE distribution of the photocathodes biased at 284 V with 532 nm (3.96 mW). The photocathodes were prepared by bialkali codeposition following the (a) vent-bake protocol on a 100 min grown Sb layer and (b) vent-no bake protocol on a 100 min grown Sb layer.

Others report QE of 10% and higher [36,145] for bialkali-antimonide photocathodes fabricated with very thin Sb layers (~15 nm); whereas our measured values were considerably lower for thin photocathodes. It is possible that for thin photocathodes, greater care must be taken when preparing the substrates. For example, typical alkali-antimonide photocathode recipes employing silicon substrates rely on the removal of native oxides via acid etching prior to the installation of the substrates within the deposition chamber [146]. It is well established that in order to remove
oxide and carbon contamination from the substrate surface, atomic hydrogen cleaning effectively improved the QE in GaAs:Cs photocathodes [147]. In this work, the GaAs substrates were removed from the vendor shipping containers, cleaved to size and then installed inside the deposition chamber without any further preparation. The Ta substrates were cleaned in an ultrasonic bath of acetone, followed by methanol, and then installed. Once inside the vacuum chamber, the substrates were routinely heated to 550 °C for 2 h prior to photocathode fabrication, which served to liberate weakly bound gas and contamination but could not effectively remove the native oxides.
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**Fig. 4.8.** QE as a function of Sb thickness for bialkali-antimonide photocathodes deposited on Ta and GaAs substrates. The photocathodes were biased at 284 V and illuminated with 4 mW of laser light at 532 nm.

It was relatively easy to obtain more QE data points following the vent-no-bake protocol as compared to the vent-bake protocol because the Sb growth was equally favored on both substrates and hence resulted in a similar Sb structure and morphology. This resulted in optimal
photocathode stoichiometry on both Ta and GaAs substrates simultaneously, for any Sb thickness. It was more challenging to obtain a full data set for the vent-bake vacuum protocol because the vent-bake condition provided dissimilar Sb films which made it difficult to optimize the QE on each substrate.

4.3.3. QE lifetime of photocathodes

The QE lifetime was evaluated for photocathodes manufactured under the vent-no-bake protocol by continuous illumination of photocathodes at a single location on each substrate, for an extended time period. All of the photocathodes depicted a decaying QE with time but at different rates [Fig. 4.9(a)]. During electron beam extraction from a photocathode under high bias voltage, QE decay is caused by different mechanisms such as ion bombardment and chemical poisoning of the activated photocathode surface [14]. Since our experiments were conducted at low voltage, chemical poisoning is likely to be the dominant mechanism to impact lifetime. The QE 1/e lifetimes obtained from the least square fit of the QE decay data are illustrated as a function of Sb thickness in Fig. 4.9(b). The QE lifetime for photocathodes grown on the GaAs substrate exhibited a power-law dependence on the Sb film thickness. The photocathode with the thickest Sb film (6.7 µm) provided the longest lifetime (~42 days). However, the lifetime results for photocathodes grown on the Ta substrates are inconclusive. The photocathode with a 300nm Sb film provided stable photocurrent at 200 µA for over 5 days. A photocurrent decay was experienced after 5 days only when a brief illumination interruption was made. This brief interruption enabled the estimation of the QE 1/e lifetime in excess of 90 days. However, for thicker Sb layers, the observed lifetime followed a similar trend as those grown on the GaAs substrate.
Fig. 4.9. (a) QE decay as a function of illumination time, (b) QE lifetime as a function of Sb thickness ($t_{Sb}$) for bialkali-antimonide photocathodes created under vent-no bake practice. The photocathodes were prepared by bialkali codeposition following the vent-no bake protocol and illuminated with 532 nm (3.96 mW) at 284 V bias.

4.3.4. Spectral response

The low power laser was replaced with the wavelength tunable light source to measure the QE as a function of wavelength from 425 to 825 nm [Fig. 4.10], for the photocathode with Sb layer of ~300 nm thickness (inset). For this photocathode, the highest QE from the Ta and GaAs
Fig. 4.10. (a) Spectral response of bialkali-antimonide photocathode deposited on Ta and GaAs substrates are shown together with the spectral response of conventional bialkali-antimonide photocathodes used in photomultiplier tubes. QE distribution is shown for 425 and 532 nm. The photocathode was prepared by bialkali codeposition on Sb layer of ~300 nm thickness deposition following the vent-no bake protocol.

substrates was 10% and 8% at 532 nm, and 24.2% and 22% at 425 nm, respectively. The QE distribution map at 532 nm depicted significant nonuniformity, which was due to an unintentional nonuniform chemical deposition. However, the effect of this spatial nonuniformity on QE distribution map appeared to minimize at 425 nm. This is likely because the effectiveness of light detection by a photocathode surface at different wavelength is known to depend on
photocathode stoichiometry [148]. Any variation in photocathode stoichiometry is expected to accompany a variation in bandgap energy which will result in the light absorption edge to vary [149] and in turn it can influence the photoelectron transport to the surface [150]. Furthermore, the stoichiometry of alkali-antimonide photocathodes varies as a function of depth from the expected CsK₂Sb composition due to varying diffusion of the alkali materials in the underlying Sb layer [151].

The obtained spectral response correlates well with the reference conventional curve [145] which represents a photocathode with very thin Sb layer (15 nm) [122]. This indicates a good stoichiometry of our photocathodes with thick Sb layers grown by codeposition of alkalis [152]. The codeposition thus enabled optimal stoichiometry of photocathodes with very thick Sb layers.

4.3.5. Correlations between Sb thickness, chemical consumption, and photocathode optical performance

The relative amount of source materials required for each photocathode was estimated by noting the duration of deposition, the partial pressure of each chemical species as indicated by the RGA, and using the following formula:

\[
Q = \frac{t \times P}{t_o \times P},
\]

where \( Q \) represents the normalized quantity of a particular chemical species relative to the Cs amount applied to the photocathode manufactured with the thinnest Sb layer (denoted by the index \( o \)); \( t \) represents the time duration of depositions; and \( P \) is the partial pressure detected by the RGA. Figure 4.11 exhibits a strong correlation between the chemical requirements and the Sb
thickness. The Sb thickness and the required quantity of Cs and K increased exponentially with the applied amount of Sb. The required quantity of Cs and K also exhibited a power-law dependence on the Sb film thickness.

![Graph showing normalized quantity (Q) of source materials for optimal QE as a function of Sb thickness (t_{Sb}) for bialkali-antimonide photocathodes manufactured via codeposition of alkali species.]

\[
\begin{align*}
Q_{Cs} &= 10.7 \ t_{Sb}^{0.73}, \ R^2=0.99 \\
Q_{K} &= 4.02 \ t_{Sb}^{0.64}, \ R^2=0.97
\end{align*}
\]

\[
\begin{align*}
t_{Sb} &= 0.02 \ e^{1.05 \ Q_{Sb}}, \ R^2=0.99 \\
Q_{Cs} &= 0.63 \ e^{0.77 \ Q_{Sb}}, \ R^2=0.99 \\
Q_{K} &= 0.33 \ e^{0.68 \ Q_{Sb}}, \ R^2=0.99
\end{align*}
\]

Fig. 4.11. Normalized quantity (Q) of source materials for optimal QE as a function of Sb thickness (t_{Sb}) for bialkali-antimonide photocathodes manufactured via codeposition of alkali species.

To explain some of the observations reported here, we speculate that photocathode performance using relatively thick Sb layers depends heavily on the surface morphology of the Sb film. In general, thin Sb films are smooth and dense compared to thicker Sb films that exhibit a high degree of roughness and porosity. Initially, the Sb films formed amorphous layers with
discontinuous nucleation of grains. With further addition of Sb, the nucleation saturation occurred and a full surface coverage by Sb grains was obtained. The film subsequently grew increasingly thicker and exhibited larger grain structure with increased intergranular voids (Figs. 4.2, 4.4, and 4.5), which served to increase the total surface area of Sb grains. The required amount of alkali materials for optimum QE will depend on the ratio of the effective surface area to the volume of Sb. It is clear that thicker layers of Sb served to “store” more alkalis. The QE lifetime results shown in Fig. 4.9(b) indicated that photocathodes with more alkali storage provided longer lifetime in a manner similar to that of porous substrates used in dispenser photocathodes [153], which served as an alkali-reservoir.

The increase in lifetime with respect to an increase in Sb thickness can be attributed to the increasing ability of the photocathodes to replenish the depleted alkali species from the top surface over time. For Cs-based photocathodes, the QE decay can be attributed to the loss of Cs (Ref. 142) from the convoluted effect of electron induced gas desorption [154] or ion bombardment (in dc guns) and the susceptibility of surface coating to evaporation [153]. The probable other factor with minor influence on the QE lifetime is the effect of the seasoning of the wall of the chamber in terms of water partial pressure reduction during a series of activation. The alkali coating on the chamber structure acted as a getter for water which can poison a Cs based photocathode [155,156]. This observation supports the reported fact that the photocathode lifetimes usually increase when the region surrounding the photocathode becomes coated with Cs after successive activation [157].
4.4. CONCLUSION

Antimony films grown on Ta and GaAs substrates were studied under different vacuum and deposition conditions, to better understand growth characteristics and their effect on photocathode QE and lifetime at low voltage. A field emission scanning electron microscope was used to evaluate the Sb-layer morphology as a function of Sb-layer thickness and to correlate the latter with partial pressures registered by the RGA. This allowed us to use the RGA as a chemical deposition rate monitor. Thin Sb layers provided a relatively dense smooth surface, whereas thick Sb layers appeared porous with increased surface roughness. Vacuum conditions affected the growth of Sb differently on different substrates, but with degraded vacuum this difference was minimized. The Sb films grew easily into polycrystalline form. The grain enlargement, an increase in the surface roughness, and the crystallite size enlargement were associated with increasing Sb film thickness.

Subsequent to the Sb-film characterization, the bialkali-antimonide photocathodes were fabricated by codeposition of K and Cs by means of an effusion source onto the Sb films of varying thickness. The Ta and GaAs substrates with Sb films of comparable thickness showed similar QE from ~3% to 10% for photocathodes with Sb layer thickness ranging from <50 nm to ~7 µm. A variation in the QE in the samples was attributed to the convoluted effect of structural variation, nonuniformity in chemical deposition, and substrate cleaning requirement that could affect the energy bandgap. We believe that the codeposition supported the formation of QE-optimized photocathodes when thick Sb layers were used, compared to those manufactured using sequential deposition. The performance of photocathodes was correlated with the Sb thickness and alkali consumption, where porous and thick Sb layers exhibited the best lifetime at low
voltage. The high-capacity effusion source enabled us to successfully manufacture alkali-antimonide photocathodes having maximum QE $\sim$10% and extended low voltage lifetime (>90 days) at 532 nm. These results are encouraging for this bialkali-antimonide thin film photocathodes for their potential application in ultra-bright accelerator electron sources where high average currents with extended operation life are crucial requirements. We speculate that the Sb layer served as a reservoir, or sponge, for the alkali materials in the bialkali-antimonide photocathodes. Photocathodes such as these will be tested inside a dc high voltage photogun in future, where we expect to correlate some of the observations reported here, with measurements of photocathode lifetime at high voltage and beam quality including beam emittance.

One of the frequently asked questions related to bialkali-antimonide photocathodes is whether some amount of contamination in CsK$_2$Sb serves a beneficial role [131] in the chemical processes that govern bialkali-antimonide photocathode formation. This work illustrates that strict vacuum protocols (i.e., baking) are not absolutely essential, but it does not specify limits on the partial pressure of different gas species, including water vapor. A worthy follow up study could explore the impact of different gas species on bialkali-antimonide photocathode formation, with gas species like water vapor, introduced into the vacuum chamber in a more controlled manner.
CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSIONS

5.1. SUMMARY

This dissertation investigated potential applications of thin-films toward significant improvement in the performance of photoelectron guns, to meet the challenges of the worldwide accelerator community. Vacuum, field emission and photocurrent are important aspects of photogun technology. Three complementary studies were performed to explore how suitable thin-films could be used to improve photogun vacuum and thereby prolong operation, eliminate field emission from high voltage electrodes, and obtain high average current photocathodes.

In the first experiment, the outgassing rates of three nominally identical 304L stainless steel vacuum chambers were measured to determine the effect of chamber coatings and heat treatments. One chamber was coated with titanium nitride (TiN) and one with amorphous silicon (a-Si) immediately following fabrication. The last chamber was first tested without any coating and then coated with a-Si following a series of heat treatments. The outgassing rate of each chamber was measured at room temperatures between 15 and 30 °C following bakes at temperatures between 90 and 400 °C. The outgassing results were discussed in terms of diffusion-limited versus recombination-limited processes. Measurements for bare steel showed a significant reduction in the outgassing rate by nearly a factor of 20 after a 400 °C heat treatment (3.5 × 10^{-12} Torr L s^{-1} cm^{-2} prior to heat treatment, reduced to 1.7 × 10^{-13} Torr L s^{-1} cm^{-2} following heat treatment). Our studies suggest that once low outgassing rates have been achieved, baking
a stainless steel vacuum chamber at 250 °C in the recombination limited regime is detrimental to the outgassing rate. The chambers that were coated with a-Si showed minimal change in outgassing rates with heat treatment, though an outgassing rate reduced by heat treatments prior to a-Si coating was successfully preserved throughout a series of bakes. The results from both of the a-Si chambers suggest the coating is indeed hydrophobic compared to bare stainless steel, with outgassing rates in the low $10^{-12}$ Torr L s$^{-1}$ cm$^{-2}$ range obtained following bakes at only 90 °C. The results also indicate that once the chamber has been coated with amorphous silicon, additional heat treatment does not reduce the outgassing rate; however, a chamber that was heat treated prior to coating preserves the reduced outgassing rate following coating much better than uncoated steel. We conclude that the outgassing rate for the a-Si chamber is strongly dominated by surface effects rather than by the rate of diffusion of hydrogen in the bulk stainless steel. The TiN coated chamber exhibited remarkably low outgassing rates, up to four orders of magnitude lower than the uncoated stainless steel, but the uncertainty in these rates is large due to the sensitivity limitations of the spinning rotor gauge accumulation measurement and the possibility of a small pump speed due to inhomogeneity in the TiN coating.

In the second experiment, the high voltage performance of three TiN-coated aluminum electrodes, before and after gas conditioning with helium, was compared to that of bare aluminum electrodes, and electrodes manufactured from titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V). Preparing electrodes made of metals like stainless steel, for use inside DC high voltage electron guns, is a labor-intensive and time-consuming process. This study demonstrated the exceptional high voltage performance of aluminum electrodes coated with hard titanium nitride (TiN). The aluminum electrodes were comparatively easy to manufacture and required only hours of
mechanical polishing using silicon carbide paper prior to coating with TiN by a commercial vendor. The high voltage performance of three TiN-coated aluminum electrodes, before and after gas conditioning with helium, was compared to that of bare aluminum electrodes, and electrodes manufactured from titanium alloy (Ti-6Al-4V). Following gas conditioning, each TiN-coated aluminum electrode reached —225 kV bias voltage while generating less than 100 pA of field emission (<10 pA) using a 40 mm cathode/anode gap, corresponding to field strength of 13.7 MV/m. Smaller gaps were studied to evaluate electrode performance at higher field strength with the best performing TiN-coated aluminum electrode reaching ~22.5 MV/m with field emission less than 100 pA. These results were comparable to those obtained from our best-performing electrodes manufactured from stainless steel, titanium alloy and niobium. The TiN coating provided a very smooth surface and with mechanical properties of the coating (hardness and modulus) superior to those of stainless steel, titanium-alloy, and niobium electrodes. These features likely contributed to the improved high voltage performance of the TiN-coated aluminum electrodes.

In the third experiment, the effect of antimony thickness on the performance of bialkali-antimonide photocathodes was studied. The alkali species Cs and K were codeposited using an effusion source, onto relatively thick layers of Sb (50 nm to ~7 µm) grown on GaAs and Ta substrates inside a vacuum chamber that was baked and not-vented, and also baked and vented with clean dry nitrogen but not rebaked. The characteristics of the Sb films, including sticking probability, surface roughness, grain size, and crystal properties were very different for these conditions, yet comparable values of photocathode yield [or quantum efficiency (QE)] were obtained following codeposition of the alkali materials. The high-capacity effusion source
enabled us to successfully manufacture photocathodes having maximum QE around 10% and extended low voltage 1/e lifetime (>90 days) at 532 nm via the co-deposition method, with relatively thick layers of antimony (≥300 nm). We speculate that alkali co-deposition provides optimized stoichiometry for photocathodes manufactured using thick Sb layers, which could serve as a reservoir for the alkali.

In conclusion, this research investigated thin films for their potential applications in DC high voltage photoelectron guns to provide ultra-bright electron beams. The outgassing rate measurements on amorphous silicon and titanium nitride thin films indicates that these thin films can be used on photogun chambers to reduce the gas load and improve the pump speed to meet the extreme high vacuum, a critical requirement for ultra-bright photoguns. The field emission investigation demonstrated that a thin titanium nitride film on aluminum electrodes can effectively eliminate high voltage induced field emission by providing a smooth surface finish and higher work function at reduced expense. Finally, the photocathode preparation is optimized for high quantum yield bialkali-antimonide photocathodes for their extended operational lifetime. Simultaneous implementation of these thin films can significantly improve photogun performance to potentially meet the challenges of future ultra-bright accelerator electron sources.

5.2. FUTURE WORK

The encouraging results of the three studies conducted in this dissertation demand follow-up. Future investigations should include the following.

1. Effects of heat treatment on the outgassing rate of multilayer coating with a-Si on TiN applied on stainless steel chambers. The multi-step coating process would involve application of TiN
coating followed by degassing at 400 C for 1 day, and finally the application of a-Si coating. The intermediate TiN layer with a small pump speed can result in achieving very low outgassing rate from a-Si coating. This may result in quick and permanent attainment of XHV in a vacuum system without need of high temperature bake during operation in scenarios of repeated venting to air.

2. Field emission characterization of Al electrode coated with physical vapor deposited (PVD) TiN under DC high Voltage. PVD is a common commercial coating process which allows cost effective coating of larger structures. The PVD coating is expected to result in rougher topography than the IBED coating. The investigation would include the application of PVD TiN coatings on Al electrodes using commercial vendors and compare the high voltage field emission performance of IBED TiN coated Al electrodes studied in this dissertation. Findings from this study will lead to better understanding on the competing influence of surface characteristics (i.e., roughness) and the electronic characteristics (i.e., bandgap energy) of the coating on the field emission phenomena.

3. Study bialkali-antimonide photocathodes similar to the ones investigated in this dissertation for the characterization of beam emittance, field emission, and thermionic emission under DC high voltage. Findings of this investigation would assist in correlating thickness (i.e., roughness or grain size) with beam emittance and field emission.

4. Effects of varying evaporation rates of individual alkali during fabrication of bialkali-antimonide photocathodes and investigate its influence on the photocathode performance (i.e., QE, 1/e lifetime, and spectral response). Outcome of this investigation would lead to the optimal stoichiometry for high performance photocathode.
5. Effects of individual gas components (i.e., H₂O, O₂, etc.) present during photocathode fabrication on the performance of bialkali-antimonide photocathodes. This investigation would require controlled introduction of individual gas components during photocathode fabrication following a specific rate of alkali evaporation. This study would identify the gas components that act as contaminants and which should be avoided for successful photocathode manufacturing.

6. Verification of antimony sponge hypothesis by preparing the bialkali-antimonide photocathodes using codeposition of alkali on bulk antimony discs or foils as a function of porosity. Pure antimony discs can be mechanically polished to give mirror finish in order to minimize the surface roughness of the photocathode. We speculated based on our current study that the thick Sb layers serves as a sponge or reservoir for the alkali and have influence on the photocathode lifetime. Successful fabrication of bialkali-antimonide by deposition of alkali directly on Sb substrate has potential for extraordinary long lifetime.

7. Effects of background pressure during alkali deposition on the bialkali-antimonide photocathode performance. This study would involve application of alkali under different background pressures on pre-deposited Sb films made under identical conditions, and then compare the photocathode performance (i.e., QE, 1/e lifetime, and spectral response). Background pressure is responsible for determining the mean free-path of evaporated particles in the vacuum and would affect the extent of contamination with poisonous gas species in the vacuum. This study would reveal the ideal background pressure for successful photocathode fabrication.
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APPENDIX A

PHENOMENOLOGICAL SIMILARITY ANALYSIS

Similarity of Fowler-Nordheim (F-N) Equation with temperature dependent outgassing rate

or carrier mobility Equations

Outgassing rate:

\[ q \propto f(T)e^{-E_D/RT} \]

\[ \log(q) = \log(A.f(T)) - (E_D/R).(1/T); \quad q \uparrow \Leftrightarrow T \uparrow; \quad (\Delta q/\Delta T) \uparrow \Leftrightarrow E_D \uparrow \]

\( E_g = E_D \) = Activation energy of diffusion limited outgassing

= reflects sensitivity of outgassing rate with temp variation

= media specific (H carrier density dependent) physical Prop.

y intercept \( \log(A) \) represents \( \log(q)_{\text{max}} \) as \( T \to \infty \)

here \( A \)= media specific rate constant (i.e., physical property)

With baking we change both \( A \) and \( E_D \) (as we drive out H).

Semiconductor charge mobility rate:

\[ n_i \propto T^2 e^{-E_{\text{gap}}/k_B T} \]

\[ \log(n_i) = \log(A.T^2) - (E_{\text{gap}}/k_B).(1/T); \quad n_i \uparrow \Leftrightarrow T \uparrow; \quad (\Delta n_i/\Delta T) \uparrow \Leftrightarrow E_{\text{gap}} \uparrow \]

\( E_g = E_{\text{gap}} \) = Energy band gap

= reflects sensitivity of elec\(^c\) conductivity with temp variation

= media specific (carrier density dependent) physical property.
y intercept $\log(A_f(T))$ represents $\log(n)_{\text{max}}$ as $T \to \infty$

here $A =$ media specific rate constant (i.e., physical property)

With annealing we change both $A$ and $E_g$ (as impurity & defect density and crystalline phases are affected by heating $\Leftrightarrow$ affect $E_g$).

**Fowler-Nordheim electron tunneling rate in field emission:**

$$\frac{I}{E^2} = J.A e = C_1 A \beta^2 \exp\left(-\frac{C_2}{\beta E}\right); \quad C_1 = \frac{1.54 \times 10^{-6} \times 10^{4.52 \phi^{-0.5}}}{\phi}; \quad C_2 = 6.53 \times 10^9 \phi^{1.5}:$$

$$\log(I/E^2) = \log(C_1 A \beta^2) - (-E\phi/\beta).1/E); \quad I/E^2 \uparrow \Leftrightarrow E \uparrow;$$

or, $\log(I) = \log(C_1 E^2 A \beta^2) - (-E\phi/\beta).1/E); \quad I \uparrow \Leftrightarrow E \uparrow; \quad (\Delta I/\Delta E) \uparrow \Leftrightarrow C_2(-E\phi) \uparrow \Leftrightarrow \phi \uparrow$

$E_g = E\phi = \phi =$ work function energy

= reflects sensitivity of current emission with field strength variation

= media specific (carrier density dependent) physical property.

y intercept $\log(A_\beta^2.f(E,\phi))$ will represent $\log(I)_{\text{max}}$ as $E \to \infty$

here $A = A_\beta^2.f(\phi) =$ media specific rate constant (i.e., physical property)

With gas conditioning and baking we change both $A$ and $\phi$ (as we drive out electrical carriers, also heating associated change in $\phi$).
Position of $\beta$ in governing F-N Eq. is more similar to physical constants $k_B$ or R.

Ideal gas constant $R$ is expressed in units of energy (i.e. the pressure-volume product) per temperature increment per mole.

Boltzmann constant $k_B$ is expressed in units of energy (i.e. the pressure-volume product) per temperature increment per particle.

Similarly, $\beta$ should represent quantum energy per field strength (E, MV/m) increment per electron. It should be treated like a physical constant as $K_b$ or $R$.

It would be interesting to make an attempt to use Boltman constant $k_B$ in the Fowler-Nordheim equation to replace $\beta$ and see if that helps us explain our HV results since $k_B$ is $\sim 10^{-23}$ and often we saw from our analyzed data that $A_{\text{e}}$ can shift by an order of 23. We would likely find some manageable model to explain the field emission for electrodes rather than a single point field emitter for which Fowler-Nordheim is useful.
Fig. A. Fowler-Nordheim line plots for Al electrode before (dashed line) and after (solid line) helium processing based on high voltage test data for cathode/anode gap of 30, 40, and 50 mm.

Lines shift with gas processing with diminishing effect.

Lines shift with each baking with diminishing effect.

Fig. B. Outgassing rates for the bare stainless steel (SS1) chamber as a function of inverse room temperature, with each data set obtained following a bake at the temperature noted in the legend. The error bars for statistical and systematic errors are smaller than the data points for these data. The slope yields the temperature dependent activation energy as described in the text.

HV processing itself also slightly affects the slope of the lines indicating its ability to slightly affect $\phi$, similar to the role played by time of baking or similar to the effects of successive baking at the same temperature.
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